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ABSTRACT
REASC»^S FOR SCHOOL GRADUATK^T AIO^G
AT-RISK URBAN SEOC»IDARY STUDENTS

SEPTEMBER 1991
PATRICK JOSEPH MURPHY, B.A. NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Ed.M., BOSim STATE COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Dr. Richard Clark

The purpose of the dissertation is to attempt to identify the
circumstances, conditions and situations vhich appear to have been
iirportant in keeping students in school throu^ graduation.

The

study focuses on the histories of twenty at-risk students in the
graduation class of 1991 and seeks insists into the factors
affecting the successful completion of secondary school requirements.
It is intended that the information gleaned from this study will be
utilized in the develc^xnent of early intervention procedures and
programs for students at all levels.
Twenty students were selected for this study and were
interviewed at their hi^ school during the 1990-1991 academic year.
All of them, in early years, had been deemed at-risk for dropping out
of school;

all of them had academic profiles and histories that

included the following:
. excessive absences
. lew scores on achievement tests that were administered in
elementary schools
. promotioiyretention difficulties
. teacher observations, recorded in students' cumulative folders
that were indicative of the potential to drep out of school

V

In addition, a review of related literature was cortpleted to
provide background for this study and to identify the most
appropriate factors in selecting the students for the study.

The

review signaled the areas of inquiry and directed the development of
the questions.
Ihe conclusions of this dissertation reflect several recurrent
themes and point to hope for improving the currently bleak dropout
predictions:

. the presence of at least one mentor in the lives of the
students
. satisfaction with their hi^ school esperiences
. respect that these students received from their teachers,
parents and other significant adults

Each student provided unique insists into understanding the
corplex paradigm of staying in school until graduation.

From each of

these students came differing sets of life circumstances, attitudes,
motivations and values.

The twenty students presented twenty

distinct and poignant aut(±)iographies; the challenge is to learn, and
to learn from each one of them.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE FHOBLEM

A.

Introduction

Much discussion has taken place about hew to iirprove the American
educational system.

Many plans, such as suitable curricula, specicil

education, parental involvement, and more efficient methods of
teaching, have been initiated.
Hewever, in contrast to this drive teward excellence in schools
is the fact that approximately 429,000 young people in the United
States fail to ccraplete hi^ school each year.

These non-ocrapleters

of hi^ school vho, because of educational, social, or health
factors, are unsuccessful in school and are often labeled or called
dropouts.

(1989 current Pc^xilation Survey).

Most pec^le agree that America's children are her greatest
resource and that the responsibility of educating them falls on all
of us.

Semae educators, hewever, are quick to point out that much of

the attention given to the drc^xDiut problem overlooks long-term
enrollment trends.

For example, presently 75 percent of all hi^

school students graduate on time, and an additional 9 percent
eventually earn a diploma or its equivalent.
far better than the figures from past decades.

These percentages are
Only 38 percent of

the 25 to 29 year olds in 1940 completed at least 4 years of hi^
school.

By 1960, the number of hi^ school graduates increased to

1

61 percent; and by 1975, the number escalated to 83 percent (Finn,
1987).
Numerous educational research studies have made it evident that
the school dropout rate is a complex problem to vdiich there is no
simple solution.

But from these studies a hi^ily significant

inference can be drawn: rarely do children \iho are successful in
school leave prior to graduation.

Hie hi^ school dropout is usually

a young perscxi vho has ei^jerienoed difficulty in school.
Why is it that we frequently recognize and identify the potential
dropout only after it is too late for successful prevention?

We can

no longer acc^it the frequently mentioned eiqilanation that we will
always have some dropouts because there will always be a percentage
of students vho are at risk in some way.
It is postulated that the identification of factors which appear
to have been significant in keying predictable dropouts in school
throu^ graduation is the key to the dropout problem.

Althou^ many

children eiqierienoe learning and social problems at the beginning of
their school e55)erience, not all of these at risk students become
drcpouts.

Yet little information is available about vhat factors

significantly help the at risk-student in overcoming early school
problems.
The need to begin early to help each child develc^ healthy
attitudes will not happen without the conscientious efforts of
parents and teachers.

Every opportunity must be taken to promote

positive learning e3q)eriences.

The negative attitudes of dropouts

ctre developed over a long period of time.
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So, if we can identify

early the factors that positively influence at risk students to stay
in school, teachers and parents will be better prepared to create the
conditions that encourage academic success.
Althou^ the various studies and analyses of at-risk students
differ in certain respects, mainstream research has tended to confirm
a persistent set of findings about dropouts.

It is the

characteristics of students, along with their families and cultuiral
backgrounds, that are correlated with dreeing out.

A survey of data

about dre^xouts ou^t to teach us seme things about the fragility of
hi^ school graduation, the conpeting forces that move young pecple
away from that, and the very different impacts of those forces on
different kinds of students.
Most students leave school because of the corrpounded impact of,
for example, being poor, r^)eating a grade, growing ip in a broken
home, and being seen by many teachers as having a lew potential.
However, there can be no improvement without seme measure of
understanding of vhat works for students at risk.

B.

Statement of Punpose

The purpose of this study is to attenpt to identify the factors
\^ch afpear to contribute to the successful completion of secondary
education by those students with early signs of dropping out of
school.

Several different instruments, described in Chapter III,
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will be used to:

a.

Select the sample of students for this stu^

b.

gain insists into the background characteristics of the
sample

This study of twenty students in the graduation class of 1991
will provide insists into the factors affecting the successful
ccnpletion of their hi^ school graduation requirements by students
with hi^ risk factors generally associated with dropping out of
school.

A longitudinal analysis of the twenty students will be

undertaken by the review of each student's records in kindergarten
throu^ grade twelve.

The study is intended to be specific in nature

and scope to students scheduled to graduate from an urban school in
June of 1991.

It is hc^jed that this study will be utilized in the

development of early intervention procedures and programs for school
students at clLI levels.

This study atterrpts to answer the following questions:
-

What are the personal, social and academic characteristics
of students vho succeed in being promoted to grade twelve
even thou^ they evidenced a hi^ risk profile in the early
grades for dreeing out of school?
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What personal, out-of-school; and in-school, factors do the
identified students r^xjrt influence or contributed to their
decision to remain in school.
What school programs/strategies help potential dropouts
remain in school until graduation?

C.

Rationale and Significance of the Study

The American public seems to be fully convinced that the youth of
the nation must acquire at least a hi^ school diploma to be
successful in today*s job market.

This conviction has resulted in

revised compulsory attendance laws and new programs for keying our
young pecple in school.

There are, however, many students vho drcp

cut of school before completing this minimum requirement for
success.

Althou^ the attitude of the public has stimulated interest

in and desire for a hi^ school and college education, there are
evidences that certain factors are preventing many of the children
vho enter school from achieving a hi^ school diploma.
As a result of many studies of students that did drcp out, the
causes of leaving school before graduation have been associated with
grade retention, race, economic problems, ability of the students,
suitability of the school, home influences, dysfunctional families,
cis

well as other factors.

However, few investigations have dealt

with those students vho have successfully graduated from hi^ school
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in spite of esdiibiting early signs of school failure.

It is evident

that follofer-i:?) studies of graduates are inadequate measures of the
curriculum of the school, its teaching methods, programs and
policies.

Ihe students vho have overccnie the trauma of early school

failure are a valuable resource in helping to shape and support the
current school programs and policies that work.

All too frequently

those vho have most recently graduated have been ignored.

If

modifications in school programs and practices are desirable, then
those graduates vho ejdiibited some of the early characteristics of
drcpouts idiould receive the recognition that their experiences
deserve.

Hiis important body of information from successful seniors

with early drcpout characteristics may signal some changes necessary
in elementary and secondary education.
Statistics and studies sipport the following:
-

By the time a student is in third grade, it can be predicted

with remarkable accuracy vhich students will drcp out of
school and vhich will stay to complete their education (Howard
and Anderson, 1978).
-

Ihe National Center for Education (NCES) most current national
data on drcpouts reports that in 1989, aiproximately 4 million
persons in the United States ages 16-24 had not coaopleted hi^
school and were not currently enrolled in school.

This

r^resented about 12.6% of all persons in this group.
(EXropout rates in United States, 1989)
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This study will focus on identifying vhat factors appear to
contribute to the successful ccanopletion of secondary education by
those students with early signs of dropping out of school.

It is

hoped that the results of this study will be utilized in the
development or e3q>ansion of successful intervention procedures and
programs.
This study will include both male and female students with an
elementary education ejqjerienoe at caie of the thirteen elementary
schools and a secondary education e55)erience at an urban city hi(^
school.
This study will attempt to provide insists into factors and
dynamics vhich appear to influence the decision of students to remain
in hi^ school until graduation even thou^ they demonstrated in the
early grades the characteristics of potential drcpout students.
A unique feature of the study is the intensive look at hi^
school seniors with early at-risk characteristics in a
inulti-cultural, multi-racial urban ccraraunity.

Althou^ there is a

wealth of information on drc^xxits, little research is available abcut
the factors that relate to a successful completion of hi^ school for
students with early signs of potential school failure.

D. Assumptions, Theoretical Rationale. Explanatory
Definitions of Terms

The purpose of this research is to examine the factors that
influence vhy some students remain in school until they receive their
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secxandary diplGsnas even thcu^ they esdiibited characteristics in the
early grades of becoming potential dropouts.

This stuc^ will examine

the characteristics of and influences i:5)on students vho graduated
from an urban hi^ school in June of 1991 despite signs of school
failure in the primary grades.
In a time vhen education is available to

cill,

vhen success is so

d^endent i^xan completion of at least a hi^ school education, vhy do
so many of our young people still choose to discontinue their
education before attaining a hi^ school diploma?

This is a heavy

loss to the country, and results in serious prc±>lems for the future
of a labor force that is demanding more and more training, education
and skills.

It also r^resents social and emotional difficulties for

the individuals vho find themselves in positions that do not
challenge and satisfy their true potential.

Glossary

Dropout
Ihe Chapter 188 Individual School R^xort of the Massachusetts
D^jartment of Education defines a drc^xxit as a student 16 or older
vho leaves school prior to graduation for reasons other than death or
transfer to another school.

Elementary
E =
G =
F =
P =
SP =

Marking System
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Social Promotion - moving a student to the next hipest
grade based on age and not academic performance
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GED
Graduate Equivalency Degree,

school equivalency pr^aration

Mediation Trainincr
A process vhereby students learn a structural approach to helping
peers resolve problems throu^ non-judgmental, coc^jerative stategies.
Percentile Rank
A derived score stated in terms of the percentage of examinees in
a specif ifed grot?) vho fall belcw a given score point.
Special Education
"Everything vhich is required to be provided to a child in need
of specicil education pursuant to the Individualized Education
Plans.” Ihese services include help from a speech ther^ist,
oocii^ational ther^ist, physical ther^ist, adaptive physiccLL
education teacher, psychologist or other counselor, learning
disability specialist, or cither persons qualififed in special
education.

E.

T.icitations of the Study

Ihe public school system in this study is one in vhich the writer
has been employed for twenty-one years as an elementary school
teacher, school psychologist, guidance counselor, administrator of
special education and currently as Assistant Si:?)erintendent for
Administration.

During these many years and varied positions, the

writer has formally and infomally studied the causes of early school
leavers.

Hcwever, it was during his tenure as a school psychologist

that he first became intrigued by the fact that some students, in
^ite of difficult school beginnings and many early signs of dropping
out, remain in school until graduation.
Ihe present study has many limitations and strengths that must be
taken into consideration vhen reviewing the results.

This research

was undertaken as an intensive study of twenty successful hi^ school
seniors in the class of 1991, vho, by their early school records,
would be predicted to be dropouts.
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It is recsDgnized that information obtained from interviews tends
to be less reliable than that secured from other sources.

The manner

in v^ch the questions are asked, the report between the interviewer
and student, the location of the interview and the mood of the
student at the time of the interview, as well as many other factors
may all have some effect i^xjn the success of the interview session.
The reseacher's background and training as a school psychologist with
extensive e3q)erienoe in counseling, testing and evaluating students,
it is felt, helped him to recognize and eliminate as many of the
interfering factors as possible.
In preparing for the interviews, and preparing the
questionnaires, the researcher attempted to apply the criteria stated
hy Tuckman (Tuckman p. 213, 1988).

To vhat extent mi^t a question influence respondents to
shew themselves in a good li^t?

To vhat extent mi^t a question influence respondents
to attempt to anticipate vhat researchers want to hear
and find out?

To vhat extent mi^t a question ask for information about
respondents that they may not know about themselves?
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In spite of the disadvantages of an ^jproach in vMch the
principal source of information is interviews, it is unlikely that
any other method other than the personal interview could have given
such an intimate and detailed picture of the factors that led these
twenty young pecple to successfully achieve their current status as
second semester twelfth grade students.
Ihe most critical limitation of the study is that the sairple of
students is less mc±)ile than the average student pc^xilation because
they have been in the same city for their entire educational
e55)erience. Another limitation is the fact that all subjects come
from the same system. Because a deliberate atterrpt was made to have
the student sairple be multi-racial, multi-cultural and evenly divided
between males and females, the resulting target population includes a
limited number of students in the various categories.

Thus, the

researcher and reader will have to exercise caution in generalizing
findings to other students and settings.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF REIEVANT LITERA3URE

The lack of success in eliminating the drc^xDut problem in
America is surely not for a lack of research, as dropouts are among
the most studied students in education (Morrcw, 1986).
drc^xxit statistics have been on an ij^jward trend.

Yet national

For exairple, in the

ten year period from 1972 to 1982, 41 states r^»rted increases, as
national rates rose 5 1/2 percent, from 19 percent to 24.5 percent
(National Center for Educational Statistics, 1982).
In this paper I will pursue a review of the literature in the
following three areas:

- Defining the historical problem of the drc^xxit
- Identifying the characteristics of early school leavers
- Examining drc^xxit prevention and the young child

Particular attention, in both the selection and the review of
literature, will be given to the identification of the important
factors in preventing potential drcpouts from leaving school before
graduation.

In addition to providing background for this study, the

literature will also help determine the most ajpropriate factors in
selecting the sample of students for this study.

Fincilly, the review

is e5^)ected to help with the questions and areas of inquiry for the
sample interviews.
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A.

Historical Review

The ocax3em of society for the dropout is not new.

As early

as 1872, vAien the hi^ school graduate, rather than the drc^xsut, was
the exc^jtion, a paper was presented at the National Education
Association, D^)artinent of Si:55erintendents on "The Early Withdrawal
of Piipils from School:

Its Causes and Its Remedies".

The early

nineteen hundreds were characterized by huge dropout rates,
compulsory attendance laws, and courses of action designed to
increase school holding power.

There was very little written during

this period on the causes or cures for dropouts.

(Daane and

Hagebak,1969)
In the early 1930's attempts to ke^ children in school
^^peared to be motivated by concern for reducing the hi^ uneirployment rate due to the "Great D^ression".

Increased attention was

given to individual differences and the ^ortcomings of the
traditional oollege“pr^)aratory course offerings.

(Daane and

Hagebak, 1964)
During the late 1930's and early 1940's, a steac^ increase in
secondary enrollment was seriously curtailed by our entrance into
World War II.

In order to maintain our war efforts, work-study

programs, guidance programs and vocational training were eirphasized
during this period.

Some research into the causes of early school

leaving and individual differences was conducted during this period.
(Daane and Hagebak, 1964)
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After World War II and into the early 1950's, a significant
effort was made around action and program organization concerning the
school dropout.

Many articles, books and r^xarts were published on

the topic of early school leaving with a focus on either the extent
of the problem, the degree to vhich certain factors may be associated
with dropping out, or the consequences to society.

(Daane and

Hagebak, 1964)
The most significant attenopt to curtail the drc^xxrt rate
during the late 1950's and the early 1960's was the develcpment of
guidance services at the secondary school level.

This was the period

\^en ability groi:5)ings ai^)eared and the case study approach to the
research on dropouts was initiated.

Increased emphasis was placed on

the pxDtential dropxxit in order to discover and provide for hiitydier
vhile still in school.

It was generally acc^yted during this pyeriod

that there was no one solution to the drcpout problem.

(Daane and

Hagebak, 1964).
During the late 1960*s, ccraraunities, states, the federal
government and private organizations all became involved in the
campaign against dropxxits.

President Lyndon B. Johnson continued

President John F. Kennedy's focus on school drcpout as a national
problem.

In an Educational Message to Congress, January 12, 1965,

President Johnson summed ip the nation's concern for the drxpout in
this way:
Every child must be encouraged to get as much education as
he has the ability to take.
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We want this not only for his

sake — but for the Nation's sake.

Nothing matters more to

the future of our country: not our military preparedness —
for armed mi^t is worthless if we lack the brain power to
build a world of peace; not our productive economy — for we
cannot sustain grcwth without trained maipcwer; not our
democratic system of government — for freedom is fragile if
citizens are ignorant.

Ihe idea that hi^-quality preschool programs could give
disadvantaged students a better start in their education was an
inportant part of Lyndon Johnson's War on Poverty in the 1960's.

It

led to the creation of the federal Head Start program and other
pre-school initiatives.

Thus began the emphasis on good preschool

programs for children at risk for school failure or potentially
dropping out.

During this time it was generally acc^jted that good

preschool programs better pr^are children for school both
intellectually and socially, prcAably help them to achieve greater
school success, and can lead them to greater life success in
adolescence and adulthood.
Over the past two decades, the problem of the American hi^
school dropout has been of increasing concern to parents, educators and
business executives.

Information from the October 1986 Current

Populations Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census estimates
that in the 1985-86 school year alone, the most recent year for vhich
reliable figures are available, 682,000 American teenagers dropped
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out of school - an average of 3,789 each day.

This rate varies

considerably from state to state d^)ending i^xDn such factors as
urbanization, economic develc^xnent, character and size of the
community, and the like.

The preconditions and later e5q)eriences of

dropouts are not always the same in different communities.
Numerous educatic»ial studies have been made on the assunption
that the number of dropouts could be reduced if we could identify vhy
young people withdraw from school before hi^ school graduation.
Schreiber, Kaplan, and Strom suggest the most valuable way to study
the dropout is in terms of their purpose.

They indicate the three

main areas of study are the following:

1. Hew many pi:5)ils dre^ out of school?
2. What are the reasons for dreeing out of school?
3. Who are the dre^xDuts and vhat are they lilce?
(Schreiber, K^lan, and Strom, 1965)

While the literature is filled with studies that enable us to
determine the ajproximate number of drc^xxits, as well as profiles of
the "typical" dropout and statements frem them about their reason for
leaving school prior to graduation, little information and few
programs were available concerning the potential school dropout in
preschool, kingergarten and the primary grades until the past two
decades.
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B.

Dropout Charac!t:eristics

The characteristics of dropouts have been extensively
researiched.

Most of the researchers end their papers with a list of

causes of drcpout behavior.

One of the first studies in this area

was conducted by Thorndike.

He found that in the year 1900 most of
«

the early school leaving took place before the first year of hi^
school, with very little school dropout during the hi^ school years.
Of those pi:5)ils vho started school during the years 1900-1904, 81.7
percent left school before or during the ninth grade.

Thorndike clLso

found the greatest number of students left school in the fifth, sixth
and seventh grades.

(KLine, 1933).

This same study was repeated by KLine in 1918.

Using many of

the same cities of Thorndike's original study, KLine found scane
significant changes in the drc^xxit pattern.

Kline's findings shewed

a significant change from Thorndike's original study.

KLine's

research found the greatest number of dropouts occurred between the
ninth and tenth grades and not in grades five, six and seven as
Thorndike stated.

Another important difference in the KLine research

was the Icwering of the dropout rate to 39.6 percent for children
that left school before grade nine.

(KLine, 1933).

This significant shift in the drc^xxit pattern from the
elementary to the junior and senior hi^ schools caused the secondary
school to recognize the drc^xxrt problem.

Unfortunately, this stuc^

and most succeeding studies, recognized the dre^xout issue as a
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secondary school problem and not something of major concern for
elementary schools.
A study conducted by Cook to measure the differences between
dropouts and non-drcpouts was undertaken in 1954 ly examining the
information in hundreds of students' school records.

Hiis study

revealed that younger children are less likely to withdraw from
school than older children, but children vho are between other
siblings are more likely to drop out.

Another finding was that early

school leavers exhibit greater educational retardation than
non-drcpouts.

Dreeing out of school, according to Cook, was not the

result of one variable but a combination of factors (Cook, 1956).
An extensive study of 1300 youth in five Midwestern
communities during the 1940's indicated the following characteristics
of dropouts:
A consistent regression in grades from the elementary school
to the hi^ school.
A hi^ frequency of grade or subjeert failure in the jimior and
senior hi^ schools.
A marked regression in attendance from the elementary school
to the junior and senior hi^ schools.
A hi^ frequency of transfers from one school to another.
A marked lack of interest in school.
A feeling of insecurity or lack of belonging.

(Dillon, 1949).

Lucuis F. Cervantes corpleted a stuc^ based on questionnaire
data of three hundred youths, half of v^cm continued their education
at least to graduation from hi^ school and half of v^cm dro|^)ed out
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of hi^ school.

This stuc^ revealed the following twenty character¬

istics ccKimonly found among youth vho are potential or actual
dropouts.
School-related characteristics;
1.

Seventh grade reading and math scores - two years behind;
Most grades are belcw average

2.

Retention in one or more grades (1st, 2nd, 8th, 9th grades
most ccnimonly r^^eated; 85% of dropouts behind one year;
53% two or more years)

3.

Poor attendance and frequent tardiness;
defined

Poorly

illness given as reason

4. School achievement consistently belcw potential
5. Lack of participation in extracurricular activities
6. Frequent change of schools
7. Frequent behavior problems and school disciplinary measures
8.

Lack of attachment or "not belonging" to school (associated
with size, speech, personality, nationality, social class,
family disgrace, retardation in school, dress, lack of
friends among schoolmates or staff, etc.)

Family-related characteristics:
9.

Parents had difficulty controlling the number of children
in family ( e.g., only child for divorced and working
mother; ten or more children for non-divoroed and working
mother of blue and Icwer vhite collar class)

10. Discipline and affection inconsistent from parents
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11.

hcaone situation (few pleasurable experiences, little
conraunication and acc^rtance, weak family structure)

12. Weak or absent father figure
13. Most parents educated only to ei^th grade level
14. lack of family friends (the few family friends usueilly had
their cwn significant problems - divorce, delinquents and
dropouts)
Peer-related characteristics:
15. Lack of approval of friends by parents
16. Lack of interest in school by friends
17. Friends usually much older or younger

Psychological orientation characteristics:
(TAT)
18. Negative attitude towards authority (hcanne, school, police,
jc±), church)
19. Difficulty with the delay of gratification
20. Poor self-image (Cervantes, 1965)

A longitudinal study of young men conducted by the Survey
Research Center under the primary sponsorship of the United States
Office of Education found that dreeing out of hi^ school is a
symptom or end result of other problems vhich have their origin much
earlier in life.

The average level of delinquency r^xDrted by

dropouts was much hi^er than that for those vho stayed in school.
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According to this study, one of the underlying problems of the
dropout is the serious mismatch between many drc^xouts and the typical
hi^ school environment.

The Icwer the socioeconomic level, the more

likely a student is to become a drc^xDut.

About 40 percent of the

parents of drc^xDuts in this study did not complete hi^ sohool.

One

other family characteristic noted was that dropping out occurred
frequently among those boys r^xjrting a hi^ level of parental
punitiveness.

This research eilso indicated that the two most

inportant predictors of droiping out are poor grades and retention.
In most respects, according to this study, drcpouts are not so very
different from those vho end their education with hi^ school
graduation; it is more often the ones vho go on to college vho really
stand epart (Survey Resource Center, 1967).
There is a large body of other literature that associates
dropping out of school with having a lew socio-econcmic status (Combs
and Cooley, 1968; Ekstrom, Goertz, Pollack and Rock, 1986; Hoyt,
1962; Iloyd, 1978; Rumberger, 1983; Stice and Ekstrom, 1964).

All of

these studies support the statement of Kaplan and luck, that "The
dropout phenomenon is fundamentally rooted in the material and
intangible conditions of poverty." (Kaplan and luck, 1977, p. 45).
A significant amount of research indicates that dropouts are
students with a history of school failure and low academic
achievement (Alexander, Ackland and Griffin, 1976; Lloyd, 1978; Stice
and Ekstrom, 1964).

One study suggests that drepouts were more

likely than those vho remained in school to score poorly on tests of
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vocabulary and reading (Bachman, Gran and Wirtanen, 1971).

Some

believe that poor achievement is the cause of other experiences that
are associated with dropping out, cutting classes, disn:ptive
behavior, little interest in school, and poor relationships with
school administrators and parents (Howard and Anderson, 1978).
Althoo^ it is difficult to get complete agreement on vhich
factors or characteristics contribute most to dropping out of school,
Bachman, Green and Wirtanen maintain, along with other researchers,
that drcpouts are very likely to have been retained in earlier grades
(Bachman, Green, and Wirtanen, 1971).

A retention of one grade has

been found to increase the probability of dropping out by 40-50
percent, more than one retention increases the probability by 90
percent (Mann, 1986; Berlin and Duhl, 1984).

A sizeable list of

research indicates that excessive elementary school absences were
among the more consistent predictors of leaving school early (Stroip
and Bobbins, 1972).

Another strong predictor of early school leaving

detailed by Wehlage and Rutter was school discipline problems such as
suspension, truancy, delinquency and negative attitude. (Wehlage and
Rutter, 1985).
In a research methodology designed to predict drcpout behavior
among ucban black boys, Bullock states that "Dropout bdiavior is a
type of education that is expressed by school children vho meet
school demands in excess of their pr^>aration for handling them.
Rather than being a direct product of the school climate, it is a
child’s response to that climate." (Bullock, 1967, p. 220).
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C.

Dropout Prevention and the Youncr Child

As mi^t be expected, research on preschool children suggests
positive effects on the language and I.Q. scores of disadvantaged
children immediately after the preschoool e55)erience.

Subsequently

these effects decrease each year until, hy the second or third grade,
they are undetectable (Karrveit, 1989; McKey et al, 1985).

However,

longitudinal data on these same students twenty years later have begun
to shew additional positive effects of preschool experience on such
outcones as delinquency and hi^ school graduation (Barrett, Ceymer et
al, 1984).
The long term effects of preschool programs on the dropout rate
are difficult to evaluate, given that no achievement effects are
noticed for many years before graduation or dropping out would occur.
It is well-documented that the short-term effects on both achievement
and special education referrals have been very positive for students
vho have participated in a preschool program.

It is generally acc^jted

that preschool programs may be seen as a means of getting students off
to a good start in school, not as a program that, used in isolation, is
likely to significantly reduce students' risk of school failure (Slavin
and Madden, 1989).
Recently many states and, in particular, ueban school systems are
heeding the clarion calls for major efforts to decrease the drepout
rate and develcp early intervention programs to meet the needs of
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at-risk elementary students. The latest studies on at-risk students
tend to fall under the follcwing three headings;
Retention policies
Preschool programs
Identification and Screening practices

D.

Retention Policies

Grade retention is "the practice of requiring a child to
r^jeat a particular grade or requiring a child of approximate
chronological age to delay entry to kindergarten or first grade."
(Raboth, 1988, page 1)
The most recent data indicate that the national retention rate
is between 2 and 8 percent.

Most European countries as well as

Japan, have a retention rate of less than one percent (Medway, 1986).
In the primary grades, retention is viewed as an answer not
only to academic inccampetence but also to immaturity.

The research

findings demonstrate that the effects of retention are almost
uniformly negative. A ccanoprehensive review of the research on
retention by Holmes and Matthews reveals that children made progress
during the year in vhich they r^)eated a grade, but not as much
progress as similar children vho were prerooted.

Surprisingly, the

average negative effect of retention on achievement is even greater
than the negative effect on emotional adjustment and self-conc^t
(Holmes and Matthew, 1984).

Holding students back a year or more in
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elesmentary school increases the probability of dreeing out, accord¬
ing to a recent study by Floyd Hainmack (Hammack, 1986).
In many cases dropouts stay in school almost as long as do the
graduates.

If the number of years a student remains in school is the

critical factor, then there is little difference between drc^xxits and
graduates (Green, 1966).
In a real sense the student vho is retained in school faces
seme serious issues.

The retenticai serves to reinforce the student's

negative self-image, and he/she is usually less willing to work as
hard the second time around.

This is frequently the case with

students at the junior hi^ or senior hi^ school level.

The

retention is usually viewed by the student as a form of punishment
inflicted on hinyher by a mean teacher.

Therefore, in order to

maintain his self-image and to defend his ego, he/she rejects the
teacher, his peers, and the school (Green, 1966).
There is little doubt that the student vho has been retained
during his school career has definitely been labeled until he/^e
leaves that school system.

The child that has been retained usually

continues to find school work difficult.

This lack of success in

school often leads the way toward the student's becoming a
psychological dropout.

A psychological drc^xxit is a child vho

is not old enou^ to physically leave school, but vho demonstrates
the same characteristics of the dre^xout.

This student is merely

waiting until he/she is old enou^ to leave school on a permanent
basis (Green, 1966).
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Calabrese states that many minorities esdiibit passive
withdrawal from school and beccme nonstatistical drc^xxits.

Forced to

attend by family pressures, econcmic d^)endence, and social
relationships, these minority students fail to participate in school
activities.

This disengagement is a form of alienation, marked by

isolation, pcwerlessness, lack of understanding, and an unwillingness
to aoc^)t school rules (Calabrese, 1988).
Retention is clearly a pcpular practice that does not work.
Most retentions occur in the first, second, ei^th and ninth grades.
It also is discriminatory to boys, poor children, minorities, and the
relatively young.

Althou^ a small percentage of students retained

may be helped, the statistics indicate that teachers are unable to
predict accurately vhich individucils these will be (Sh^)ard and
Smith, 1985).

E.

Preschool Programs

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the 1960's was the time
vhen educators and social scientists ej^ressed hopes that preschool
programs for children would break the cycle of poverty and get young
people off to a good start with their education.

Althou^ early

r^xDrts indicated that preschool programs increased I.Q. scores, two
later r^xcrts undermined these early results (KLaus and Gray, 1968).
A r^)ort by the VJestin^ouse Learning Corporation and CXiio
University, as well as a r^x)rt by Arthur Jensen in the Harvard
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EcJucational Review, found that coampensatory education is not working.
(Westin^ouse Learning Corporation, 1969 and Jensen, 1969).
Hcwever, since that time, evidence of the effectiveness of
preschool programs continues to increase.

A review of the literature

on preschool programs indicates that good preschool programs have
both ^ort and long term positive effects for children.
Nutritional and health services and a supportive home
environment are important elements in achieving academic success.
These basic needs are particularly important in the pre-school years.
One citizen's task force found that for every $1.00 spent on early
childhood develcpment programs, such as Head Start, $4.00 to $7.00 is
saved in later costs for remedial education, court services, and
welfare payments (Hodgkinson, 1989).
Cervantes suggests that the hi^ school drcpout problem is not
basically a question of the hi^ school.

The damage has already been

done to the child even before he/^e has entered first grade.

The

typical dropout's problems are built on poor primary relationships
that are establi^ed before the child enters school (Cervantes,
1965).
Recognizing the importance of family background and the infant
and early years of the child, Schreiber states:
"Over the long haul, programs in the nursery and kindergarten
areas will probably be most beneficial in preventing dropouts."
(Schreiber, p. 117, 1963).
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In many ways, preschool education attempts to provide the same
opportunities for disadvantaged youth that parents of middle class
youth provide for their children.

However, pre-school education is

more than merely starting kindergarten at age three.

It is an

attenpt to provide ^lat is necessary to ke^ students in school and
prevent future dropouts.

Therefore, vholesome meals are provided to

insure adequate nutrition, medical examinations are performed to
detect any illnesses, and parenteil involvement is strongly
encouraged.
CWen Butler, the retired chairman of the Proctor and Gamble
Company and the chairman of the Ctonimittee for Economic Develc^xnent, a
research and policy organization of tcp corporate and university
leaders, states:

"The greatest impact of early childhood programs on
education may be their effect on the rest of the class,
the 'normal' students ^lo are often robbed of the
teacher's attention by disruptive children.

Prcper

nutrition and health care, along with stimulating day
care and preschool education, will enable many more
disadvantaged children to enter first grade ready for
first grade work, thus giving the rest of the class a
chance to learn and the teacher the opportunity to
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teach.

The vhole classroom atmosphere, not to mention

teacher morale, will iiiprove.” (Butler,p. 52, 1988).

Clearly, if we reach disadvantaged children early enou^ we
can prevent many problems.

Strictly from an investment stanc^int,

to say nothing about human pain, early prevention programs will pay
the biggest dividends for our nation in the reduction of drcpouts.

F.

Identification and Screenincr Practices

Research on drcpouts has identified individual characteristics
of those vho eventually drc^ out of school.

While this list is

constantly being refined and differs from researcher to researcher,
the characteristics are more alike than different.

Many of these

characteristics (academic, school/social, home/family and personal)
are observable in children as they enter school.
In an article entitled "A Generation at Risk", a prediction of
failure is made for a significant portion of America's entering class
of students:

"... [N]ot only is the class of 2000 smaller than many of
its predecessors, reflecting the lew birthrates of recent
years, but it could easily turn out to be less prepared
for college or the worlqjlace.
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That is because the

generation no&/ in kindergarten, more than any before it, is
dominated by children vhose circumstances - poverty, an
unstable home, a non-Engli^-speaking background or membership
in a minority grot?) that historically has performed below
average academically - make them statistically more likely to
fail in school.” (The Wadiincfton Post. Ootober 26, 1987, p.

.)

6

Not only does this article hold the extraordinary assumption
that belonging to a minority grotp or having a non-English-speaking
background almost guarantees failure, but it suggests a sense of
hopelessness about our society's ability to meet the needs of a
culturally diverse peculation.
Ihe research report also indicates that kindergarten teachers
usually can predict within a few months those children vho are going
to succeed and vho will fail.
Demographic changes have increased the need for effective
early

identification and screening practices.

The number of

children today vho come from hooones with two working parents or live
in households with only one parent has increased significantly.
Forty percent of all identified poor persons in the United States
are children, althou^ children make np only 27 percent of the total
population (Mbynihan, 1986).

Blacks and Hispanics comprise a

dispreportionate share of those belcw the poverty line.
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Kic^/ing the ejctent to v^dh children \iho are entering school
will require more attention and specialized assistance is an
inportant tool for teachers.

However, diagnosing learning at this

stage is fraxj^t with problems.

Unfortunately many professionals

persist in losing invalid and unrieliable tests.

In a survey of 177

school districts in New York State, Joiner found that only 16 out of
151 different tests or procedures, used for screening, were
marginally ^prxpriate.

In a recent survey in Michigan of tests used

for preschool and kindergao^en and pre-first grade programs, only 10
of these were found ajpropriate in terms of the age group and purpose
to vhich they were put (Joiner, 1977).
Meisels states in his study of readiness tests and screening
procedures that "Testing in early childhood and kindergarten ^ould
only be used to make better and more appropriate services available
to the largest number of children."

He also reports that there are

many different tests that, if used as intended and designed, can help
teachers in making appropriate decisions for children.

Students vho

need special education services or modified classroom programs can be
identified by ^propriate developmental screening and assessment
inventories or readiness tests. However, rather than label children,
schools ^ould place their emphasis on resources for helping teachers
fashion individually responsive curricula that meet the needs of a
wide range of childhood abilities and readiness levels (Meisels,
1984).
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Researchers have atterrpted to determine vhy some students drop
out of school vhile others remain.

Their findings have focused

primarily on the characteristics of the potential dropout.

However,

not all of these students with early signs of dropping out, leave
school before graduation.

It is clear that some hi^-quality

preschool programs give disadvantaged students a better start in
their education and thus decrease their chances of dropping out.
Dropping out of school, according to most researchers, is not
the result of one variable, but a combination of factors.

Usually,

dropping out of school is a symptom or end result of other problems
vhich have their origin much earlier in life.
Most researchers on drcpouts end their papers with a list of
causes of leaving school before graduation.

The literature is

consistent in their findings on the characteristics commonly found
among youth vho are potential or actual drcpouts.

It is hoped that

by identifying primary grade students that cilready esdiibit some of
the most frequently named characteristics associated with drcpping
out, school systems can devel<p/adapt educational programs that
better meet the students' needs and thus reduce the risk of the
students for dropping out as they proceed throiK^ the grades.
It is hoped that by interviewing seniors in hi^ school vho,
in the primary grades, schibited some of the most frequently named
characteristics associated with drcpping out, that a better
understanding can be reached of vhat factors make a difference in
keeping students in school.
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Based on the current understanding of risk factors for
dreeing out, schools can, and must, identify at-risk students
early and provide them with the appropriate support and assistance.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND FROCEDURES

A.

Design

As a first st^ in the research approach, this study will
examine the following characteristics and variables of twenty urban
hi^ school students vho in spite of early signs of dropping out
graduated from hi^ school in June of 1991.
Ihe early-identification standard used to pick the sample of
twenty students reflects the scholarly consensus on risk factors
associated with dropping out of school.

The standard will include

risk factors as identified in the literature in the following ei^t
areas:
Variable Characteristic
I. Readiness Skills

II.

Academic Achievement

III. Personality Traits

Literature Reference
Butler, 1988
Cervantes, 1965
Schreiber, 1963
Slavin, 1965
Alexander, Ackland and Griffin, 1976.
Bachman, Gran and Wirtanen, 1971
Cervantes, 1965
IiLoyd, 1978
Stice and Eckstrcm, 1964
Beacham, 1980
Cervantes, 1965
Dillon, 1949
Howard and Anderson, 1978
Wehlage and Rutter, 1985
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IV.

Attendance

Bcwman and Matthews, 1960
Dillon, 1949
Ekstram, Geortz, Pollack and Rock
1986
Stroi^) and Robbins, 1972

V.

School Entrance Age

Beattie, 1970
Joiner, 1977
Danger, Kalk and Searls, 1984
Meisels, 1984

VI.

Grade Retention

Backman, Green, and Wertanen, 1971
Berlin and Duhl, 1984
Calabrese, 1988
Cervantes, 1965
Green, 1966
Hammach, 1986
Holmes and Matthew, 1984
Marm, 1986
Sh^jard and Smith, 1985

Teacher Ccraments

Beacham, 1980
Dager, 1968
Goodlad, 1983
Howard and Anderson, 1978
Wehlage and Rutter, 1985

VII.

VIII. Special Education Status

Mcurtin, 1988
Meisels, 1984
Slavin and Madden, 1989

All students selected for this study will demonstrate prcA^lems
in at least four of these areas indicated belcw.
Variables/Characteristics

Instrument

I.

Readiness Survey

Clymer Barrett Readiness Test
(Kindergarten) (Percentile
Score of 45 or less)

II.

Academic Achievement
- Vocabulary
- Caoopr^ension

Gates-MaoGinitie Reading Test
Primary A (Grade 1)
Primary B (Grade 2)
(Percentile Score of 45 or
less)
Stanford Achievement Test
Primary C (Grade 3)
(Percentile Score of 45 or
less)

- Total Reading
- Total Math
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III.

IV.

Personality Traits
- Seriousness of Purpose
- CJoncjem for Others
- Responsibility
- Industry
- Emotional Stability
- Influence on Others
- Neatness

School Cumulative Record
(Kindergarten and Grade 1)

Attendance (Grade K and 1)

School Cumulative Record
(Absenteeism Rates of 10% or more
per year)

{IcM or Poor ratings)

V. School Entrance Age

School Cumulative Record
(Entrance Age to Kindergarten
chronological age 5 or younger)

VI.

Elementary School Retention

VII.

Teacher Comments

School Cumulative Record
(Retention in Grade K-3)
School Cumulative Record (Teacher
comments in Kindergarten, Grade 1,
and 3)

VIII. Special Education Status

School Cumulative Record
(All Special Education Services)

The data collected to identify the sairple of twenty students
for this study will be reviewed in conjunction with data obtained from
follcw-i^) interviews with subjects and further examination of
students* records.

B.

Method

This stu(^ will be based on a saitple of ten male and ten female
students in an urban setting.

This pc^sulation will r^resent all

parts of the city, all elementary schools, different socioeconomic
levels and numerous cultural backgrounds and races.
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In order to

fulfill all of these criteria, the school records of five hundred and
four seniors were reviewed.

Only students that display risk factors

in at least four of the ei^t areas, (readiness, academic achievement,
personality traits, attendance, school entrance age, elementary school
retention, teacher coanraiients and special education) will be chosen.
Ihe saitple will not be random; rather it will r^resent a sample of
the peculation of the graduating hi^ school class of 1991.
Following is a list of the subjects' most salient
characteristics:
- All subjects attended an elementary school and hi^ school
for grades kindergarten throu^ grade twelve in the same
system.
- All subjects are scheduled to graduate from hi^ school in
June of 1991.
- All subjects have school records available on kindergarten
throu^ twelve.

The oomponents of this study will focus on data gathering in
the following areas to select the sairple of twenty students:

- Review of subjects' cumulative record for hi^ risk factors
related to early school leaving
- Review of subjects' achievements and readiness test results
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The data gathered to stucty the twenty students selected will
be with the following means and considerations:

- Interview questions concerning the student's background,
family, e3q)erience and behavior in school and outside of
school, opinions about factors affecting their lives,
feelings and aspirations.
- Interview question concerning other in-school and
out-of-school factors associated with early school leaving.

. The most pertinent information needed for this qualitative
research study was obtained throu^ personal contact with
students.

Every attempt was made to conduct the majority of

the interviews in a conversational format rather than a
question and answer session.

Lofland and Lof land remind us that good interviews ^ould be
"a guided conversation vhose goal is to elicit from the
interviewee rich, detailed material that can be used in
qualitative analysis." (Lof land and Lof land, p. 12, 1984.)

. The interview for each subject in this study took place in a
conference rocm in the hi^ school and began with loosely
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structured questions in a relaxed manner as possible.

In

this initial phase, a minimum number of restrictions were
structured questions in a relaxed manner as possible.

In

this initial phase, a minimum number of of restrictions were
placed on the interviewee's answers.

Ihis ajproach allowed

the interviewer to probe behind initial answers, follcw-i:^)
on pertinent responses and direct questions to fill the gaps
in the discussion.

Misunderstandings and uneasiness were

more easily handled in the unrestructured part of the
interview.

In order that the data recx>rding of the

interview did not interfere with the process of conducting
the interview, a tape recorder, with the permission of the
subjects, was used in addition to note taking by the
interviewer.

Examples of the initial (questions are:
-

Tell me about your years in elementary school - vhat you
remember abcxit it.

-

VJhat did you like the mcjst about elementary school?

-

What did ycxi like the least abcxit elementary schcol?

-

What did you like the mc5st about hi^ schcol?

-

What did ycxi like the least abcxit hi^ schcol?

-

Did ycxi ever think abcxit or consider leaving schcol
before graduation?
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.

The second part of the interview was more structured with a
series of questions presented by the examiner that requested

specific information or a multiple choice response.
Follcw-i:?) questions, if necessary, were asked for
clarification of an answer.

.

In addition, the twenty interviews included the follcwing:

.

Each interview was approximately forty-five minutes long and

was transcribed.

At the conclusion of each interview, the notes were

reviewed for themes that were related to the individuals' motivation
to graduate, satisfaction with school, recognition of factors related
to dreeing out of school and for significant programs and individuals
vho promoted a positive school e55)erience.

.

Additionally, the transcripts of all the interviews were

marked and the marked excerpts were reviewed for cxmimon themes that
that reappeared in a number of the interviews.

Finally, a school psychologist, familiar with dropout
prevention issues and programs reviewed all the transcribed interviews
to augment the

analysis.

These discussions of the interviews

with another psychologist, helped the writer clarify and validate his
cwn interpretation of the data.
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C.

Instruments

Clvmer-Barrett Readiness Test (Form A)
Ihe Clymer-Barrett Readiness Test is widely used and
recxDgnized throu^out the United States.

The test is recxaonmended for

use in measuring important skills and general background necessary
for success in beginning instruction, especially reading for students
in kindergarten or first grade.

The test is recommended for use in

the evaluation of a beginning student's oral language facility,
concert: development, listening and thinking skills, social and
emotioned development, and work habits.

The test is r^xDrted to have

a realiability coefficient ranging from .90 to .97 vdiich indicates
that the scores can be used and interpreted with a hi^ degree of
confidence.
For the purpose of this study the percentile rank for the
Total Score Full Form being comprised of visual discrimination,
auditory discrimination and visual-motor coordination will be used.
For the purpose of this stuc^ results obtained from test scores at
the end of kindergarten will be used.

Subjects with test scores

below the forty-fifth percentile rank were considered "at risk" for
school failure.
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Gates MaoGinitie Reading (Primary A - Grade 1, Primary B - Grade 2)
The Gates MacGinitie Reading Test is widely used and
recxDgnized throu^out the United States.

The vocabulary section

samples the child's ability to recognize or analyze isolated words.
The corapr^ension section is meant to measure the students' abililty
to read ccxnplete prose passages with understanding.

The test is

r^xDrted to have a reliability coefficient from .78 to .89 vhich
indicates that the test can be used and interpreted with a hi^
degree of confidence.
For the purpose of this study, results obtained from test
scores at the end of first grade and the end of second grade will be
used.

Subjects with test scores belcw the forty-fifth percentile

rank in the Vocabulary or Qarprdiension sections of the test were
considered "at risk" for school failure.

The Stanford Achievement Test

(Primary III Level)

The Stanford Achievement Test is widely used and recognized
throu^out the United States.

The test is recommended for use in the

analysis of groi^) differences among students and also the differences
in the abilities of the individual pupils in the various subjects for
purposes of planning individucilized instruction, grouping students
for instructional purposes, determining and evaluating rate of
progress and evaluating achievement.

The test is reported to a

reliability coefficient ranging from .88 to .90 vhich indicates that
the test may app2:icpriately serve the above stated purpose.
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For the purpose of this study the two subscores of Total
Reading being coeonprised of the subtests of word ineaning and paragr^jh
meaning, and Total Math comprised of a coao±>ination of computation and
reasoning will be used as indication of student academic
achievement.

For the purpose of this study, results obtained from

test scores at the third grade level will be used.

Subjects with

test scores below the forty-fifth percentile were considered "at
risk" for school failure.

Information Collected from the Cumulative Record File
Information contained in the Cumulative Record file is
recorded for every student in the school system by the school
principal or a teacher in the following areas:

Table 3.1
Cumulative Record File

Name
Address
Date of Birth
Sex

Father
Name
or Guardian

Student Information
School
Telephone #
Place of Birth
School Admission & Transfers

Family Information
Birtt^lace
Occupation

Bus. Address

Occi^tion

Bus. Address

Mother

Name

Birtlplace

Siblings

Name

Date of Birth
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Teacher Ratings on Student Personality Traits
(Recorded each year K-8)
Re^nsibility
Neatness Evidenced
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability

Social Adjustment
Influence on Others
Prcxnotion Record
(Recorded each year K-12)

School

Days Present

Year

Sessions Tardy

Grade

D^»rtment

Teacher

Teacher Comments

Academic Achievement
(marks by subject)
Test Record
(Recorded each year K-12)
Grade
Date
Description of Test & Scores
Ocmments Yyy Principal
Educational or Vocational Plans after graduation
Activities
Health

For the purpose of this study the information from the
Cumulative Record file was used to insure that the twenty students in
this stucty met the following criteria:
-

demonstrated at least four of the ei^t risk factors
previously mentioned
r^resented an equal number of males and females
r^resented various socioeconomic levels, cultural
backgrounds, races and nei^iborhoods of the city.
manifested eligibility to graduate in June of 1991
demonstrated attendance in an elementary school and hi^
school for kindergarten throu^ grade twelve in the same
city
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D.

Data Analysis

Twenty students, ten males and ten females, in the
graduating class of 1991 at an ucban hi^ school are included in this
study.

The main concern of this research is the investigation of the

factors affecting the successful ca:ipletion of three and one half
years of hi^ school requirements for students with early signs of
draping out of school.

Data Analysis information concerning each of

the students was gathered from in-depth student interviews.

The

following guidelines were used in the develcpment of the interview
questions:
In order to obtain the maximum amount of information
concerning the in-school and out-of-school esperiences and cpinions of
the potential drcpouts, several different kinds of intervi^
questions, as reccramended by Schatzman and Strauss (1973), were
included in the forty-five to sixty minute sessions.
The following is a list of the t^pes of questions included:

.

questions concerning the interviewee's backcrround in order to
obtain inportant biographical information (for example, "vhere
were you bom?", "have you had any serious illnesses?")
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questions concerning the interviewee's family in order to
take into consideration the dynamics of the heme environment
(for exaitple, "do you have any brothers or sisters?")

questions concerning experience and behavior in order to
understand and appreciate significant events in the life of
the interviewee (for example, "tell me vdiat your experience
in hi^ school was like; vAiat did you like the most; vtot
did you like the least?")

questions \^ch ask their opinion to elicit hew they think
about factors affecting their lives (for example, "v^t do
you think was the best course you took in hi^ school?")

questions concerning their feelings to help assess the
emotional aspects of various experiences (for exaitple,
"viiile in hi^ school, did you feel that your teachers took
a personal interest in you?")

questions concerning hypothetical situations (for excaiiple,
"how would you iitprove hi^ school so students don't drep
out?")

questions concerning sensory exoperiences (for exaitple, "did
you ever feel like you would drep out of school?")
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Ihe results of the student interviews along with information
cxxnpiled frcm each students' cumulative record will be studied for
general traits and factors among the twenty case studies that seem to
be associated with their school success.
This research is concerned with what factors influence students
to stay in school and vhv they succeed in ^ite of having the early
characteristics associated with dropping out.
A quantitative approach was used for data analysis of selected
student questions in the formal section of the interview (questions
#8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34).

The data frcm

the cumulative records and student interviews will be collected and
based on descriptive methodology using qualitative and quantitative
information.

This research study will determine similarities among

these successful hi^ school students with early signs of failure.
Hcwever, the internal merit of each case study will be analyzed to
determine unique circumstances for success.

This study will cilso

analyze the importance of the family, school programs and personnel's
influence on keying students in school throu^ graduation.
A qualitative approach was the major mode in analyzing the
information obtained from the informcLL section of the student
interviews.

According to Bogdan and Bilkin (1982), qualitative

research has the follcwiwng five features: (1) the natural setting is
the data source and the researcher is the key data-collection
instrument;
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(2) it attempts primarily to describe and only secondarily to
analyze; (3) the concern is with process, that is, with vhat has
transpired, as much as with product or outcoone; (4) its data are
analyzed inductively, as in putting together the parts of a puzzle;
and (5) it is essentially concerned with vtot things mean, that is,
the vhv as well as the vhat.

(Tuckman p. 389, 1988).

E.

The Sample

To identify the students for this study, the cumulative records
of the 504 seniors in the class of 1991 were examined in order to
randomly select the first twenty students that fulfilled the
following criteria:

.

attended school in the same system. Kindergarten throu^
Grade 12

.

demonstrated risk factors in at least four of the following
areas:

- Readiness score below the 45th percentile in Kindergarten
- Reading ability test score below the 45th percentile in Grades 1
or 2 (Vocabulary and Comprehension)
- Readii^ and/or Math test scores below the 45th percentile in
Grade 3 (Total Reading and Total Math)
- Personality Traits with low scores in Grades Kindergarten,
Grades 1, 2 or 3 (Rated by classroom teacher on cumulative
record)
- Attendance rate below 90 percent in grades Kindergarten, Grade
1, 2 or 3.
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- School entrance age younger than 5 years as of September
1
- Elementary school retention in Grades Kindergarten throng
5.
- Special Education needs identified in Kindergarten throu^
Grade 5.
- Teacher ccemments reflected an area of concern (Reported on
cumulative record)

.

Then, in addition, the twenty students were r^resentative of a
multi-cultural and multi-ethnic school population.

The following

information about the City from vhich the students were selected has been
gathered from a variety of r^»rts that have been develc^)ed by the City's
Office of Economic Develcpment.

These statistics are based on 1980, 1985

and 1989 city and IMited Way of Massachusetts census data.
The site of the study is a diversified urban center spread along four
miles of a river.
sister city.

Across the river lies the complex sprawl of her larger

The other borders of this seven square mile metropolis blend

into the heavy industrial area to the north and east and the half acre
exurban bedroom communities to the west.
The City itself is dominated 1:^ two large internationally renowned
universitities, as well as several other smaller educational institutions.
These universities themselves are the largest employers in the City, and
the students and faculties vho pc^julate them account for almost 35 percent
of the total number of residents in this ocmraunity of 96,000 persons.
The City enjoys an active commercial trade, has scores of li^t
industrial concerns, three large governmental centers, two major hospitals,
and several hundred individual entr^reneurs in the professional and
hi^-tedh consulting areas.

Recently, several very fine hotels have been

built or refurbished to cater to the needs of the surrounding communities
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as well as the ej^)anciing hi<^-tedh market promoted by the educational
institutions.
Over the years the City has been traditionally divided into
thirteen nei^iborhoods.
and ethnic mixture.

Each neighborhood enjoys its own cultural

They range from hi^ density, low income areas

to lew density, clearly affluent areas.

A unique feature of the City

as a vhole is that racially, culturally, and economically different
pecples live in close proximity to one another.

Tenants have an

active voice on policy decisions vhich iiipact on their lives.

The

City has many outri^t grants and lew interest loans available to
persons in ewner-occt^jied, multi-unit dwellings located in target
neighborhoods to renovate and otherwise i:5)grade their pre^jerty.
The population of the City presents a reasonable cultural,
racial, and economic mix.
10)

(See appendix Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and

There is also an interesting coaribination of transient and more

permanent peculations.

Thousands of young graduate students and

faculty families locate temporarily in the City.
from across the country and around the world.

These persons come

A large immigrant

peculation lex^ates initially in the city and then moves to the
western and northwestern suburbs as their economic power increases.
At the same time there are families from Irish, Italian,
Portuguese, Gre^, African-American, Yankee, and Jewish backgrounds
vho have been permanent residents of the various neighborhoods
throu^ several generations.

Older persons on fixed incomes, vhose
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families have left the immediate area, are finding it inca:easingly
difficult to maintain their prcperty due to a huge demand for living
space and a miniscule vacancy rate.
The population has been becoming substantially more educated
over the last twenty years.

In 1960, more than 50 percent of the

population had not coonopleted hi^ school, and by 1980, more than 50
percent had ccaonpleted two or more years of post-secondary education.
As a vhole, the City's 1985 pc^xilation is 77.5 percent vhite,
12.8 percent black, and 9.6 percent other.

However, the school

system enrollment is 49.8 percent vhite, 31.5 percent black, and 18.7
percent other ( See i^pendix: Figure 1).

Ninety-six percent of the

elderly pc^xilation (Age 65 years and older) is vhite vhile only 42
percent of the children under five years of age is vhite (see
i^pendix: Figure 2).

Other data indicates that the population of the

cit^ between the years 1980 to 1985 decreased for vhite residents and
increased for the black and other minority peculation (See i^pendix:
Figures 3 and 4).
There are 8,661 school-aged (5-17) children in the city.

Of

these students, 7,594 attend the thirteen elementary schools and one
coirp^^^srisive hi^ school, and 3,820 of them are clcissified as
"minority."

For purposes of this stuc^, "minority" refers to those

students vho are identified as Black,

and Asian, Native

American, and Other (see i^pendix: Figure 5).
The city manages the student assignment process under the tenets
of a Voluntary Racial Balance Plan vhich incorporates parental
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choioe, magnet prxDgrams, cind assignment based on the racial makei^ of
individual classroans.

Generally, because of reasonably

v?ell-integrated housing patterns (with notable exceptions) school
assignments are made without the need for a total busing program,
althou^ approximately 2000 children are bused for purposes of
enhancing integration.
There is a considerable degree of parental involvement in the
operation of the schools.

Each school has an active parent advisory

committee, and the Parent Coordinator position at each school is a
paid position.
The School D^>artment has recently been affected, along with
other city d^)artments, by a substantial reduction in available
revenues to operate its programs.

These reductions have resulted

from cut backs in the general fund vhich is raised throu^ the loccil
property tax and from limits in major federal cut-back in
discretionary funds vhich sii^port the block grant process.

The

current school year operating budget is 65.1 million, vhich is a
li^t increase over the previous year.

Budget reductions have

generally been taken in specialist areas.
have been eliminated.

Remedial reading services

Substanticil reductions in art, music, heme

economics, and physical education, especially at the elementary
level, have occurred.
size.

There has also been an increase in class

The average clciss size in the City is now at contract maximum

(25) at the elementary level.
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Ihe student enrollment of the city declined between the years
1982 (8,202 students) and 1988 (7,407 students).

The enrollment

figures for S^)tember 1989 ^owed an increase in enrollment to 7,594
(see i^pendix: Figure 6).

EUring this same period, 1982 to 1989, the

minority enrollment of the schools increased and the vhite enrollment
decreased (see ^pendix: Figure 7).
The special education enrollment figures in Cambridge increased
from 1816 (23.18 percent) students in 1984 to 2018 (26.5 percent)
students in 1989 (see i^pendix: Figures 8 and 9).
During the past five years the percentage of students in the
city participating in the free lunch program fluctuated between a low
of 37.3 percent (1985) to a hi^ of 44.6 percent (1984).

The current

pcpulation of students in the free lunch program is 42.1 percent (see
i^pendix: Figure 10).
From 1900 to 1965, the hi^ school graduation rate increased at
every census until it reached 75 percent.

Unfortunately, the

national ccmpletion rate has shown no improvement for over twenty
years.
percent.

In many urban school districts, the dropout rate is over 50
If the current demographic trends continue, the future

public school student pcpulation will increasingly corrprise poor and
minority students.
In the next decade, therefore, public schools will contain more
"at-risk” students, and both their absolute numbers and degree of
disadvantage will increase (Hodgkinson, 1985).
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Unless scraething is c3one to identify and help the potential
dropout in the early grades, many of these young pec^le will becxaae
part of a increasing number of people living and working below their
true potential.

Not only will they be a massive drain cai the nation

throQ^ their increased d^jendenoe on welfare and welfare assistance,
but they are also far more likely than others to be in the juvenile
and priscxi systems.
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CHAPTER

IV

SIUDENT INTERVIEWS

This chapter contains the case studies of twenty students.
Each

case

from

the

is

organized

student*s

intervi^

is

from

student.

the

the

by

first presenting data which was gleaned

cuininulative

described

in

file.

narrative

Following that section, the
form, including direct quotes

Ihe third part of each case is a presentation of

students* respsonses to a specific set of questions pertaining to

his/her hi^ school esq^erience.

Each

case

individual.

However,

information

pertaining

stands
vhen
to

cilone

woven

hew

graduation.
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one

as

each one is a story of an

together

they

provide valuable

decides to stay in school until

CASE STUDY
#1

I.

Background Information

Subject;
Sex:
Race;

Arm Marie
Female
Black

Birtt^lace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 5 years
4 months

Ann Marie entered kindergarten at an elementary scdiool in the
north part of the city at the age of five years and four months. At
the time of her school entrance, Ann Marie's parents indicated that
their birtl^laces were Haiti (mother) and Cuba (father). Her
father's ooci:5)ation was listed as a "ho^ital worker" and her
mother's ooct5>ation as "housewife." She is the sixth of seven
children.
Early signs of a potential drcp-out problem were indicated by
the following;
Ttest
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 32

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary;
Percentile score of 42
Comprehension;
Percentile score of 40

In addition:
-Ann Marie received English-as-a-Second-Language tutoring in
kindergarten.

II.

Elementary School History;

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Socicil Adjustment
Influence on others

SiJ^^erior K-6
Good K-6
Well Poised K-6
Usually K-8
Good K-8
Good K-6,8
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Average 7-8
Fair 7-8
Normal 7-8

Neutral 7

Prcfmotional Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
G
G
E
G
G
E
G
G

Scholarship
F
G
E
Gf
G
F+
F
G
G

Days Present
171
174
180
179
178
177
177
156
180

Teacher Ccamments:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Speaks and landerstands English very well- no longer in ESL program
Quick, capable student
Hardworking, cooperative student
Capable and willing student
Tries hard
Works very hard, cooperative
Effort ittproved during year, has academic ability
Cooperative, hard worker

III.

Hicdi School History:

Promotion Record:
ade

Grade Point Averaae

9
10
lOR
11
12

Davs Present
145
81
165
175
86

57
43
74
86
82

Tardv
—

12
3
16
—

Teacher Comments:
9

-Excessive absences affecting work
-Is not meeting {Aiysical education requirements
-Has never reported to class

10

-Excessive absences affecting work
-Has never reported to class
-Is not meeting jAiysical education requirements

11

-Work greatly iirproved

12

-Absent too often
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IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

32%
IQ 88
Vcx:abulary 42%, Ccxnp. 40%
T.Read 78%, T. Math 46%
T.Read 54%, T. Math 47%
Reading 23%, Math 62%
Reading 38%, Math 44%
Reading 84%, (P) Math 94% (P)
Reading 26%, Math 23%
Verbal
%, Math
%

Special Education
None indicated

V.

The Interview;

Ann Marie presented herself as a mature, assertive student
vho seemed very ccmfortable and c^)en about the interview session.
Elementary school was a very positive ej^jerience for Ann
Marie. She stated:
I loved elementary school. It seemed that the teachers
were eilways so interested in you. There was always a
reward given if you conpleted something and that makes you
want to do better. I liked my ei^th grade year the best
because the teacher gave us twenty vocabulary words each
we^ and that really improved our language, especially
mine. I had a lot more knowledge after my ei^th grade
year than I did before because my teacher that year was
great.
Other activities that encouraged Ann Marie to go to school
were "Turkey Day" events and a ^ring football game vhere students
played teachers. Ann Marie felt she succeeded in elementary school
partially due to:
The way each grade was like a little family, you stayed
together and loiew so much about each other. A new student
always adapted to the class. The teachers would cilways,
well almost always, introduce the new student to the class
and make sure we all included him or her in games in the
school yard. You would get into trouble if you were cau^t
making fun of the new kid or treating her mean.
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V.

Interview:

(continued)

Dropping out of school was not an issue in elementary school
according to Ann Marie.
I didn't notice too many kids on the verge of dropping out.
I noticed the change in the kids \dien I got to hi^ school;
I saw them not interested anymore. They weren't close to the
teachers anymore. In grammar school, if a child was absent,
the teachers would go to the root of the problem.
More reading programs and greater c^portunity to learn about
"everyone's culture" are Arm Male's reccammendations to inprove
school in the elementary grades and decrease the number of drcpouts.
Hi^ school provided "too much freedom and too little
security" according to Ann Marie. She felt that "there was so much
freedom that if you didn't have a person to guide you, that you would
get lost." In response to a question about her views on the guidance
counselors at the hi^ school, Ann Marie relied, "they had too many
kids to see, so it is hard for them to focus on one child's
prc±)lems." CJonstant sipport and encouragement are important factors
in hi^ school success. "If children don't have scmeone on their
back, they are not going to do well." Ann Marie clearly stated
several times that teachers should get to knew their students better;
^e ertphasized that if teachers and students could understand each
other there would be fewer prcblems in class.
Drug use and teenage pregnancies are the main caiases of the
dropout problem according to Ann Marie. She believes that drug abuse
is not only a serious problem for students, but also for their
parents. She summarized her feelings, "So many parents are on drugs
that the kids really have no hope. I wonder if the freshman are
going to ever graduate as a lot of their parents are on drugs and out
all ni^t." Ann Marie's advice to new students is, "Develop
independence, do not follow girlfriends' or boyfriends' footsteps,
but go your cwn way and never drep out like I did."
Ann Marie dropped out of school in the tenth grade for one
semester due to pressures at home and academic problems. She
described the esperience as follows:
I didn't like school anymore, I wasn't interested. I had
prc±)lems at heme and I didn't knew too many people to look
for help from. Everyone seemed too busy to help or care.
So I didn't care. For a \(hile I sat back and did very
little and stopped doing my homework. A short time later I
just stepped coming to school.
Ann Marie believes that, "Help for the drepout often cemes
too late, after you have cilready drtpped out of school you get the
support." Ann Marie returned to school because"she was contacted by
her house administrator vAio arranged for Ann Marie to enroll in
Enterprise CJocp, a program specifically designed for drcpouts.
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V.

Interview;

((continued)

This program provided Arm Marie wtih snicill classes and an c^jportunity
to acquire practiced skills vMle earning a small amount of money so
that she could help out with the financial problems at home. Ann
M^ie feels that hi^ schools would have fewer dropouts if they
offered more programs like Enterprise Coop as well as courses on
hairdressing, woodworking, and in the medical area.
Ann Marie described her family as "large” and "complicated."
Two of her older siblings are successful but another sibling is a
drug addict and a fourth sibling is just "hanging on the edge."

Subject's responses to CRiestions concerning hicdi school;
liked the most about hi^ school - Enterprise Coop program and seme
of the teachers
Liked the least about hi^ school - too much freedom
Talks about school with friends
Semev^hat satisfied with the education ^e received in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Outstanding teacher - 8th grade teacher
Plans after hi^ school - College (after she earns tuition)
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C3^ STUDY
#2
I.

Badcorcund Informaticai

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Jessica
Feanale
White

Birtt^lace:
Brockton, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
5 years
3 iroiths

Jessica entered kindergarten at an elementary shcool in the
North side of the city at the age of five years and three mcnths.
At the time of her school entrance, Jessica's mother listed her
birtt^lace as Brockton and indicated that her father was deceased.
The mother was also listed as unenplcyed at the time of school
entrance. Jessica is the youngest of three children.
Early signs of a potential drcp-out problem were indicated by
the follcwing:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

In additicxi:
-Jessica had hi^ absenteeism in:
19%
Kindergarten:
12%
Grade C^:
11%
Grade Two:
18%
Grade Three:
20%
Grade Four:

II.

Percentile Score of 30

(absent
(absent
(absent
(absent
(absent

32
23
20
33
37

days/180)
days/180)
days/180)
days/180)
days/180)

FlpmpjTtarv School History:

Persoiality Traits
Respcaisibility
Attitude Toward Work
BDQoticxial Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence cxi others

Average K-8
Fair K-8
Normal K-8
Sometimes K-7
Good K-2
Good K-2

Transfers:

oie
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Usually 8
Fair 3-8
Neutral 3-8

Protnotion Becord:
Grades
K

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Conduct
E
GE
G
G
F+
F
G
G
G

Scholarship
F
FG
FF
Pf
Social prxxnotion
Social prcxnotion
F
F+

Davs Present
148
157
160
158
147
143
169
173
172
170

Teacher Coinments:
K
1
2
3
5
6
7

To receive supportive services
To be retained, continue with supportive services
Severely learning disabled
Needs individual attention
Recoitimended to be retained, social promotion
Social promotion
Shows interest in school work, pleasant

III.

Hich School History;

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
lOR
11
12

Davs Present

71
43
74
86
80

160
154
116
160
89

Tardv
—
—
—
—
—

Teacher Comments:
9

-A pleasure to have in class
-Puts forth good effort
-Cocperative
-i^pears to be overtired in class
-Should participate more in class

10

-Capable of doing better work
-Exhibits creativity
flakes poor use of class time

11

-Should participate more in class
-Has coanpleted senior requirements

12

-Puts forth good effort
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IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
CTBS
CNT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

30%
IQ 91
Vocabulary 70%, Corap. 71%
Vocabulary 62%, Ccrap. 50%
Total Reading 44%, Total Math
Total Reading 57%, Total Math
Reading 46%, Math 31%
Reading 43%, Math 28%
Reading 92%, (P) Math 60% (P)
Reading 61%, Math 20%
Verbal 34%, Math 04%

Soecial Education
Learning disabled: grades 1-12

V.

Ihe Interview:

Jessica seemed comfortable with the interview session, she
gave brief responses with little elaboration or detail.
Elementary school was a very negative ej^jerience for Jessica,
beginning with a retention in Grade One. Jessica feels that she was
not challenged and had "few good teachers." Scame grades vhere
teachers 'kept the students "involved" ^e learned a lot but found it
difficult to learn from the "lecture approach." She was tutored for
a learning disability in grades one throu^ twelve. Jessica stated:
I never would have made-it to graduation from hi^ school
without the individual attention and support given to me by
the learning disability tutors. Each year it was ity
Learning Disability tutor that made sure I knew vhat I was
doing. They would help get me ready for a big test and
ej^lained my homework assignments to me. They were nice and
very patient even vhen you needed things repeated to you
several times.
I could go on and on but you get the idea.
When asked about her views on drcpout prevention in her
elementary school, Jessica responded, "Ihe teachers vho love their
profession help prevent dropouts.
You can really tell the ones that
love vhat they do.
Kids can begin to get turned off in elementary
school, but they usually don't drop out until hi^ school." Jessica
emphasized that ^e feels that the real dropout prdDlem begins in
elementary school if teachers don't care for students.
Jessica feels that she continued to have some academic
problems in hi^ school due to a combination of her learning
disability, excessive absences and the need to work for spending
money.
Ihe need to work also prevented Jessica from participating in
sports and cillcwing her time for only one club.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

Jessica credits her mother with keying her from dropping out of
school, and stated:
If I drojped out of school ray mother would have killed me I
Not even on ray worst day did I think of dropping out.
It is
easy to slip throu^ the system if you don't get the support
from heme.
But vhen you think about it, you have to be
stupid to drtp out.
You won't get a good job and you will
have to work longer and harder for less money. That's vhat
gets me - less money for more work.
She feels that some students don't get the support from their
parents and consequently they do drop out of school.

Subject's responses to questions concemincf hich school:
Liked the most about hi^ school - Reading and good teachers
liked the least about hi^ school - bad teachers
Talks about school with friends and family
Scmeiwhat satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by teachers while in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
60% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Plans after hi^ school - work
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CASE STUDY
#3
I.

BcKtorcund Infornwhion

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Ines
Female
Viiite

Birtt^laoe:
cai±>ridge, MA
Kindergartai entrance age:
5 years
1 months

Ines entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the east
side of the city at the age of five years and one month. At the time
of her school oitranoe, Ines's parents listed their birtlplcKces as
Portugal, and their occupations as factory vrorkers.
Early signs of a potertial drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 22
(below average)

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 21
Ocpprehension:
Percentile score of 16

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 26
Ocppr^iensicyi:
Percentile score of 18

In addition, Inez had hi^ absenteeism in :
28% absent 51 days/180
13% absent 24 days/180
8% absent 16 days/180

Kindergarten
Grade One
Grade Two

n.

School History:

Personality Traits
Re^xxisibility
Attitude Toward Vforic
Qnotional Stability
Neatness Evidaiced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Si:5)erior K-2, 4
Good K-4
Well Poised K-2,4
Usually K-8
Good K-3, 5-8
Good K-3,6-8
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Average 3, 5, 8
Fair 5-7
Normal 3,5-8
Fair 4
Neutral 4,5

Pronnation Record:
Grades
K

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Conduct
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
G+
G

Scholarship
G+
G+
Gf
Gf
F+
FGG
G-

Davs Present
129
156
164
148
177
164
169
172
173

Teacher Ccsonments:

Grade
2
6

Quiet, very good student
Good student, has reading difficulty

III.

Hich School History:

Prcxnotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present

78
73
81
88

Tardv

171
168
176
88

4
7
7
1

Teacher Comments:
9

-Cooperative
-Good student

10

-Does hi^ quality work
-Puts forth good effort
-A pleasure to have in class

11

-Ejdiibits creativity
-A pleasure to have in class

12

-A pleasure to have in class
-Puts forth good effort
-Needs to prepare work on time
-Needs to study more
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IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
GIBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

22%
IQ 96
Vocabulary 21%, Comp. 16%
T.Read 26%, T. Math 18%
T.Read 20%, T. Math 15%
Reading 12%, Math 16%
Reading 49%, Math 51%
Reading 72%, (P) Math 80% (P)
Reading 43%, Math 49%
Verbal 20%, Math 33%
Verbal 30%, Math 33%, TSWE 32%
Soecial Education

None indicated

V.

The Interview:

Ines appeared quite shy and scmevhat reserved about the
interview session, but quickly became involved and committed to
answering cill the questions.
Entering elementary school was especially challenging for
Ines because of the limited use of Engli^. However, according to
Ines, ^e quickly made the transition to school because of the
sij^jport of the teachers and having several bilingual friends in her
kindergarten class.
She especicdly remembers her elementary school
years as a time to work together with the same grot^) of students for
most of the day.
She stated that:
Once I felt comfortable speaking English, things in
elementary school was much easier.
I wasn't quite so ^y
and asked the teachers more questions and that helped me do
better academically.
I think, because I felt better about
iryself, icy grades started to iicprove and school was more
enjoyable.
Ines believes that the teachers in elementary school strived
to make learning more interesting and exciting, vhile according to
Ines, "Teachers in hi^ school lecture too much and this results in
boredom.
Teachers ^ould make learning fun instead of a chore."
Also, Ines stated that the best drc^)-out prevention activities in
elementary school were field trips to museums and to art shews.
Hi^ school was not the "worry" that many students describ^
to Ines.
She felt that it was a "great opportunity" to meet new Icids
from different parts of the city.
Fashion illustration, art and
business management courses were the courses that provided Ines with
the most satisfaction academically as well as the "best preparation
for the future".
She is currently employed as a "junior manager" in
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V.

Interview:

(cx)ntinued)

a retais ^op but hopes to take courses that will allow her to be a
travel agent.
Ines was a meariber of the Yearbook staff during her
junior and senior years.
When asked, "What other things could your hi^ school have
done to help students succeed and remain in hi^ school thrxxi^
graduation?", Ines relied:
The school ^ould offer more interesting courses like
language symbiotics, psychology and electronics. Also,
there ^ould be more time within the school day for students
to meet and discuss issues and problems that they have to
oonfrCTTt as part of the growing
process. The school
^ould provide more counselors vho care for students; it
would be nice if the counselor would make an appointment
with you that you didn't need to ask for.
Ines also stated that ^e felt that counselors need to talk
to students often and "not just about pushing you into college."
Ines reported that ^e knew students vho drc^ped out of school due to
a serious drug problem or due to an inabililty to get along with
teachers.
Ines described her family as "nice" but "human." She feels
that cilthou^ (ocniraunication is "open" in her family, it is frequently
difficult to get someone to "listen to your problems" instead of
theirs. Althou^ Ines felt si:53ported by her family, her parents did
not place a lot of importance on a hi^ school diploma and frequently
asked her, "Why so much education?"
They don't feel that I need aill this time in school. That I
already knew a lot and could get a gcxDd job and buy things
for iryself and help out the family.
Dcxi't get me wrong, my
parents are good people and love me and want the best for me
but they see things differently.
Hewever, Ines always wanted to graduate from hi^ school even
if her parents didn't feel it was necessary for her to fini^ since
they were able to raise a family with only a few years of a formal
education.
Subject's responses to caiestions concemincf hich school;
T.iked the most about hi^ school - friendly atmosphere
Liked the least about hi^ school - teachers that didn't care
Talks about school with best friend and sister
Somevhat satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
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Occasionally treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
40% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Plans after hi^ school - work
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CASE STUDY
#4
I.

Bacikground Information

Subj ect:
Sex:
Race:
months

Betty
Female
White

Birthplace:
Cambricage, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 4 years
10

Betty entered an elementary school in east section of the city
at the relatively young age of four years and ten months. At the
time of her school entrance Betty *s parents listed Portugal as their
birtt^lace. Her father listed "disabled worker" as his ocoj^ation,
vhile her mother stated that she was a housewife. Betty is the
youngest of seven siblings: four males and two females.
Early signs of a potential drcp-out problem were indicated by
the follcwing:
Test

Grade

Results

Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading Test
K
Percentile Score of 33
(tested in May of 2nd year of kindergarten)
Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1
Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 21
Comprehension:
Percentile score of 38

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2
Comprehension:
Percentile score of 12

In addition:
Achievement scores continued belcw the percentile score of 50
until the sixth grade vhen she scored at the percentilee score of
76 for math but only the percentile score of 38 for reading;
-

Achievement test results were recorded for Betty in the ei^th
grade at the percentile score of 58 in reading and the percentile
score of 63 for math;

-

Hi^ absenteeism, especially in kindergarten and the primary
grades.
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II.

Elementary School History

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-3
Good K-8
Normal K-5
Usually K-8
Fair K,2
Neutral K,2-5

Super 4-8

Well Poised 6-8
Good 1,3-8
Good 1,6-8

Promotion Record:
Grades
K
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
Scholarship
G
P
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
EE

Days Present
140
145
157
156
147
161
167
167
160
168

Teacher Comments:
K
1

Tries Hard
i^pears to be learning disabled

III.

Hicdi School History:

Promotion Record
Grade Point Averaae
Grade
9
10
11
12

Davs Absent

Tardy

173
166
161
86*

88
82
78
90

Teacher Comments:
9

-Does hi^ quality work
-Good student
-A pleasure to have in class

10

none
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—
—
—
—

11

-Pleasure to have in class
-Good student
-Puts forth good effort

12

-Good student
-A pleasure to have in class
-C3oc^)erative

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otic Lennon
Gates
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

33%
IQ 92
Vocabulary 21%, CCxnp. 38%
Vocabulary 12%, Ccnp. 19%
T.Read 30%, T. Math 28%
T.Read 25%, T. Math 46%
Reading 38%, Math 76%
Reading 58%, Math 63%
Reading 80%, (P) Math 94% (PO
Reading 45%, Math 41%
Verbal 14%, Math 04%

Special Education
2Leaming disability tutoring in grades 1 & 2.
V.

The Interviev/;

Betty's attention to the interview guestions was generally
satisfactory, but it was often necessary to coax and encourage
responses from this somevbat ^y girl.
Betty r^xDrted that her elementary school years were
unremarkable and generally remembered as a time to play and enjoy the
coropany of a few friends.
Unfortunately I got off to a slew start and had to repeat
kindergarten. That wasn't so good. After that things got
better and I liked school better and started to do better.
Betty's only recommendation for iirproving elementary school
was to encourage the teachers to spend more time talking and
listening to students about their problems with school. What Betty
liked most about elementary school was playing and "lots of time to
enjoy activities with your friends." She disliked homework in the
elementary grades because it decreased the amount of her free time.
Hi^ school was not as "scary" as Betty thou^t it would be.
She particularly enjoyed the teachers that "kidded around" and
writing compositions in Engli^ class.
She was a member of the Key
Club and President of the Portuguese Club in her senior year.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

Qnoe again, as in elementary schcol, Betty felt that if hi^ school
teachers paid more attention to student oonoems, fewer of her
classmates would have drx^jped out.
She stated that:
I knew these kids that drop out are old enou^ to know
better, tut they don't. They need the same kind of
attention to their problems and issues as they did in
elementary school. They shouldn't, but they do. Why don't
more teachers see that. The teachers need to care more.
Scaneone has to.
Althou^ Betty has three older siblings (2 brothers and one
sister) vho dropped out of school, ^e never considered leaving
hi^ sdiool before graduation because ^e felt a diploma was
necessary to get a good jci).
Betty was acc^jted to a junior
college with little assistance from her guidance counselor and
plans to major in an executive secretary program. However,
Betty's best friends are not furthering their education after hi^
school.
Betty described her family as "loud" but "always there for
you." They attend church regularly but belong to no clubs or
conraunil^ organizations.
Betty's advice for hi^ school students
is to "ke^ your grades up, challenge yourself, try different
classes and don't be lazy."

Subject's responses to caiestions concernincf hich school:
T.ikpd the most about hi^ school - teachers' humor
Like the least about hi^ school - teachers vho didn't care
Talks about school with - family
SemesAhat satisfied with the education i^e received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
Twenty-five percent of the teachers took a personal interest in
her
CXitstanding teacher - none
Plans after hi^ school - Junior college
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CASE STODY
#5
I.

Bactorround Information

Subject;
Sex:
Race:

Anita
Female
Black

Birttplaoe;
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
5 years
2 months

Anita entered kindergarten in the northern part of the city at
five years and two months. At that time, her mother indicated that
her birthplace was South Carolina and that the girl's father was
deceased. Anita has only one sibling, an older sister.
Early signs of a potenticil drc^)-out problem were indicated hy
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 9

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary;
Percentile score
Comprdiension;
Percentile score
Vocabulary;
Percentile score
Comor^ension;
Percentile score
Total Reading
Percentile Score
Total Math
Percentile Score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

3

Stanford

In addition:
-Anita repeated kindergarten
-Negative personality traits recorded by teachers
-Hi^ absenteeism in: ■
Kindergarten;
26% (absent 47 days/180)
Kindergarten (repeat); 12% (absent 21 days/180)
Grade Two;
9% (absent 17 days/180)
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of 11
of 8
of 8
of 4
of 22
of 32

II

Elementary School History

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work

Average K-8
Poor K,4

Good 1,3

Normal K-8
Usually K-8
Poor K,4
Neutral K,2, 5-8

Fair 5-8
Bad 3,4

Fair

2,4,7,8
Emotional Stabilil^
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others
Promotion Record:
Grades
K
K

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
F
GGFF
P
E
F
G
G

Scholarship
P
F
FFFFF
F
FF

Days Present
133
159
180
163
167
155
167
117
179
152

Teacher Comments:
K

1
4
6

Parents s^>arated
To repeat Kindergarten
Quite disobedient vhen she started kindergarten but has made
improvement
Needs special education evaluation
Poor self image
Hard vrorker, needs more confidence

III.

Hich School History:

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
172
149
148
72

72
63
78
60

75

Tardy
20
13
28
7

Teacher Ccaranents:
9

-Needs to study more
-Doesn't do hcxnework regularly
-Doesn't do homework adequately
-Frequently late for class

10

-Frequently absent from school
-Doesn't come for extra help
-Capable of doing better work
-Good class participation

11

-A pleasure to have in class
-Has never reported to physical education class

12

-Excessive absences effecting work
-Good clciss participation
-Needs to prepare work on time
-A pleasure to have in classIV.

Test Results
Grade
K
Clymer-Barrett
1
Otis Lennon
1
Gates
2
Gates
3
CAT
5
CTBS
6
CTBS
8
CAT
9
Basic Skills
10
CAT
11
PSAT
12
SAT

9%
IQ 79
Vocabulary 11%, Ccmnp. 8%
Vocabulary 8%, Conp. 4%
Total Reading 22%, Total Math 32%
Totcil Reading 14%, Total Math 34%
Reading 22%, Math 29%
Reading 11%, Math 34%
Reading 72%,(P) Math 64% (P)
Reading 10%, Math 14%

Special Education
Kindergarten - Speech
Grade 2 - Learning disability and resource room
Grade 6 - Learning disability and resource room
Grade 7 - Learning disability and resource room
Grade 8 - Learning disability and resource room
Grade 9 - dropped learning disability
Grade 10-12 - Learning disability and speech
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V .

Interview;

Anita answered the interview questions quickly and with no
hesitation.
Elementary school was a very difficult time for Anita. She was
retained in kindergarten due to seme-initial learning and behavior
problems.
In spite of the fact that Anita began to receive speech
therapy in Kindergarten and subsequently in grade two, learning
disabilill^ tutoring and si;5:port from a resource room teacher, she
was recommended for another retention, this time at the end of grade
two.
Anita's mother was "very disturbed" by this proposal and
insisted that ^e be promoted to third grade. Because of Anita's
continuing difficulty with school, her mother transferred her a total
of four times throu^out her elementary grades, K-8. Anita r^xorted:
All of these changes made it difficult for me to mate
friends and probably increased iry school problems. It
seemed lite as soon as I got settled into a new school I
would begin to have trouble with the work and iny mother
would begin talking about moving me again so I could get
off to a fresh start.
I think iry mother felt ^e would
eventually find a school vhere I didn't have problems, but
it didn't happen. But I did ok by the ei^th grade.
Anita credits her resource room teachers with helping her,
"make it throu^ school." In the resource 2:0cm Anita was able
to finish difficult class assignments and secure help with
2:outine homework assignments.
When
asked about her views on dropout pirevention in
elementary school, Anita responded, "don't ke^ kids back, give
them help in special education so they can succeed and feel good
about themselves.
Everyone can mate it if they get the ri^t
kind of help."
Hi^ school also proved to be a challenge for
Anita.
Staying home' frequently from school continued to be a
device that she used to cope with difficult class work and
incQToplete homework assignments.
Once again, an understanding
and sijppoirtive iresourx^e rxxxn teacher helped. Anita states:
Just about vhen I couldn't deal with school anymore and
teacheirs that didn't care or londerstand, iry lesource rxxxn
teacher would talk me into giving it one more try and found
a new way to help me. She would show me ways to organize ny
work and even seme tricks to help get ny homework done
faster and easier.
Some days I wished that I could spend
the whole day in the resource room.
If more teacheirs cared and tried to find out, "vhat was bothering
kids, we wouldn't have a dropout preblem," abooirdii^ to Anita. She
also feels that drc^iping out of school should be discouraged by the
student's pa2:ents. Anita stated that:
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V.

Interview;

(c»ntinued)

I would be dead if I recilly dropped out.
mother would
never let me get away with it. She would always say that you
need an education in order to make it throu^ life.
You have to learn to be ind^)endent and make it on your own.
That graduation from hi^ school and a college education is
your ticket to success.
Anita described her family as, "close and always there for
you."
She feels graduating from hi^ school would never have been
possible without the constant sij^^port and "pui^" from her mother.

Subject's responses to questions concerning hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - kids
Liked the least about hi^ school - teachers I didn't get cilong with
Talks about school with sister
Somev^hat satisfied with the education ^e received in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by teachers v^le in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Outstanding teacher - Resource rocm teacher
Plans after hi^ school - Jr. college
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CASE STUDY
#6

I.

Bacdojrcfund Infonnation

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Yvette
Female
Hispanic

Birtl^lace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 5 years
0 months

Yvette entered kindergarten in an elementary school in the
west side of the city at the age of five years. At that time,
Yvette*s parents listed their birtt^laces as Puerto Rico (father) and
New York (mother). Her father's occi:^tion was listed as a "building
si:?)erintendent" and her mother's occL^ation as "housewife." Yvette
is the youngest of three children.
Early signs of a potential drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 12
(belcw average)

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprdiension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprehension:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

In addition:
-Yvette had hi^ absenteeism in :
Kindergarten
15% (absent
Kindergarten (r^)eat) 17% (absent
Grade One
7% (absent
Grade Two
7% (absent

II.

28
30
14
14

of 27
of 26
of 18
of 23

days/180)
days/180)
days/180)
days/180)

FI eang^ntary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-3
Good K-8
Normal K-5
Usually K-8
Fair K,2
Neutral K,2-5
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Si:5)erior 4-8
Poised 6-8
Good 1,3-8
Good 1, 6-8

Pranotion PecxDrd:
Grades
K
K
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cjonduct
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G+
Gf

Scholarship
P
P
S
SSG
FG
G
FE-

Davs Present
152
150
166
166
173
173
175
167
169
180
179

Teacher CcgoDments:
K
K

Tries hard
i^jpears learning disabled

III.

Hicdi School History:

Prxxnotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
174
171
161
75

75
71
70
71

Tardv
0
1
0
0

Teacher Comraents:
9

-Lives with guardian
-A pleasure to have in class
-Puts forth good effort
I

10

-A pleasure to have in class
-Good student
-Puts forth best effort
-Poor grade in course final (Alg^ra I)

11

-A pleasure to have in class
-Often absent from class
-Is not ineeting physical education requirements

12

-A pleasure to have in class

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

%
IQ
Vocabulary 27%, Cemp. 26%
Vocabulary 18%, Ccrap. 23%
Total Reading 21%, Total Math 24%
Total Reading 17%, Total Math 23%
Reading 15%, Math 17%
Reading 26%, Math 27%
Reading 70%, (P) Math 72% (P)
Reading 43%, Math 38%

Special Education
Speech Iherapy Grades K-3
Learning Disability Tutoring Grades 5-12

V.

Interview:

Yvette seemed to enjoy the interview session and answered the
questions in an animated and open manner.
Elementary school is remembered as a very positive and
enjoyable experience for Yvette even thou^ she was required to
repeat kindergarten. This retentic»i was probably due, in large part,
to Yvette's limited proficiency in Engli^. At that time, she only
spoke Spani^ at heme.
Yvette had very complimentary statements
about her elementary school teachers, stating:
I had good teachers vho helped me out a great deal. They
were there for me vhen I had problems. They helped me out a
great deal, I am really thankful for them. They tau^t me a
lot of things. They helped me learn Engli^.
It was rare to
have a teacher vho wouldn't take extra time with you.
Teachers in the Icwer grades are really nice, you almost
looked i:pon them cis a second mother.
Early school years were viewed very much like a family. When
cisked vhat ^e liked most about elementary school, Yvette stated,
"The teachers I weis surrounded with. You knew ever^hoc^ there.
It
was like a heme." Yvette emphasized that students wanted to come to
elementary school because, "teachers were not only a teacher but also
a friend."
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V.

Interview;

(cjontinued)

Of particular iitportance in helping Icids in school, aocorxiing
to Yvette, are the services that students receive from learning
disability specialists.
Yvette stated;
The special education teachers are the pecple v^o get to
knew \^o you are, they knew your behavior. They knew \ihat
you are good at and vdiat your weak spots are. At first you
don't want to leave your classrocm for help but it doesn't
take long to realize that the extra help really does work
and it's nice to have someone that makes school easier.
When asked to describe efforts that were undertaken in her
elementary school to encourage students to remain in school, Yvette
quickly relied that field trips and any other events that brou^t
students and teachers together in informal ways were the most
irrportant in keying students interested in school.
Hi^ school was also note worthy for Yvette because of the
sii^jport of teachers and administrators as well as the wide variety of
hi^ interest activities for students such as field trips and clubs.
She was a member of the Alpine ski club and soccer club in her junior
and senior years.
Yvette stated that;
CRLS has given me and most students more c^^rtunities than
any other hi^ school I know of. We do more things. Ihe
teachers, in general, are really good to you, like iry house
administrator.
I am really thankful for her.
If it weren't
for her, I don't knew vhat I'd be doing.
Yvette thou^t about draping out of school in the tenth
grade. Hewever, she didn't because of sipport from her house
administrator and because she wondered;
What would I do afterwards if I were to take that step? I
decided not to because I figured out ray future would be more
inportant than vhat I am dealing with new.
So if I was
having a bad day, I would go to my house administrator and
she would talk to me and together we would find a solution
and get me throu^ the day.
Yvette's advice to students is to, "Stay out of trouble. Go
to cill your classes.
If you do not like a teacher or if you have
problems, talk to your guidance counselor." She advises teachers to,
"Encourage students and don't cilways look at their worst side.
Listen to what students have to say and hear them out. There mi^t
be a reason vhy they act the way they do."
Seme students drep out, in Yvette's opinion, because they
have developed a "bad attitude" toward school. These kids don't lilce
school and no matter vhat you do or say, they are not going to stay
in school.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

Yvette described her family as open and honest. Althou^ she
feels things are ”ok" at heme new, the past few years were difficult
because her parents were drug addicts. At one point, Yvette's mother
left the family and Yvette had to go to New York and beg her to oeme
home.
In re^xDnse to a question about v^y she finidied hi^ sehool,
Yvette responded, "To prove to my family I could do it without their
help."

Subject's responses to questions concemincf hicdi school;
T.ikf^ the most about hi^ school - opportunities and teachers
Liked the least about hi^ school - class periods too long
Talks about school with family
Some&diat satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
75% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Outstanding teacher - History teacher in hi^ school
Plans after hi^ school - Junior College

I
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CASE STUDY
#7
I.

Bactoround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Beth
Fenale
Black

Birthplace:
Boston, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:

5 years
1 months

Beth entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the south
side of the city at the age of five years and one month. At the time
of her school entrance Beth*s parents listed their biidd^lace as
Puerto Rico. Her father's ooct^tion was listed as "laborer" and her
mother's occx^tion was listed as "day care provider."
Early signs of a potential drc^)-out problem were indicated
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 32

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Ccampr^ension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Qanordiension:
Percentile score
Total Readincf:
Percentile score
Total Math:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

3

In addition:
-Beth had hi^ absenteeism in
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

II.

17%
12%
11%
10%

(absent
(absent
(absent
(absent

32
22
21
19

of 41
of 27
of 54
of 31
of 36
of 40

days/180)
days/180)
days/180)
days/180)

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Lew K-2, 5-6
Good K-8
Normal K-8
Usucilly K-8
Good K-5,8
Neutral K-2,5-7
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Si:5)erior 3,4,7,8

Fair 6,7
Good 3,4,8

Promotion Record;
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
E
G
G
E
E
Gf
G
Gf
G

G
G
F
G
G
F
F
Gf
G

148
158
159
161
160
144
165
173
170

Teacher Comments:
K
1
7
8

Youngest of five girls,a bit spoiled
Ind^)endent
Absence problem
Bri^t, works to capacity

III.

Hicdi School Historv:

Promotion Record
Grade Point Averaae
Grade

Davs Present

Tardy

166
95
129
156
76

3
33
37
20
15

76
57
61
60
70

9
10
10 (R)
11
12

Teacher Comments:
9

-Needs to study more
-A pleasure to have in class

10

-Never r^xorted to class
-Often absent from class
-Is not meeting physical education requirements
-Failure may jeopardize graduation
-Excessive absences affecting work

11

-Puts forth good effort
-Ma3ces good use of class time
-A pleaure to have in class
-Often absent

12

-Needs to meet phys. ed. requirements
-Lacks proper phys. ed. attire
-Needs to study more
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IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

32%
IQ 86
Vocabulary 41%, Ccarp. 27%
Vocabulary 54%, Cemp. 31%
Total Reading 36%, Total Math 40%
Total Reading 19%, Total Math 25%
Reading 35%, Math 55%
Reading 43%, Math 63%
Reading 92%, (P) Math 96% (P)
Reading 27%, Math 55%

Special Education
School adjiastment counselor Grades 10-12
V.

Interview;

Beth answered all the questions in a mature and frank manner.
Elementary school was generally a pleasant esqjerienoe for Beth.
Althou^ Beth stated ^e didn't remember too much about those early
years of school, ^e recalls being "popular" and that teachers were
"good but sometimes too strict." However, she felt that elementary
school was easier than hi^ school because, "the teachers took the
time to e5q)lain things to you step by st^." Beth's only complaint
about elementary school was that:

teachers wanted to get into your business, asking too many
personal questions about hew you are doing and is everything
ok.
They probably had good intentions, but I still don't
think it was ri^t to spend so much time on personal stuff.
Some teachers did it more than others.
According to Beth, the best way to keep students interested in
school and to keep them from thinking about dreeing out is throu^
the "Career Day Speakers Program." She enjoyed hearing from adi^ts
about hew they worked and vhy they were successful. This activity
was, for Beth, very encouraging and motivational.
In general, Beth
thou^t that students felt good about going to elementary school
because "you know everyone and it always felt like you are in a
family."
Hi^ school started out cis a wonderful ejqerience for Beth.
Althou^ she remeonnbers that she loved it at fir^ she quickly got
tired of it and dropped out because the classes weren't fun and she
felt she wasn't learning anything. "It was hard for me. The school
authorities took me to court and everything," she stated.
Because of
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

the interaction of her house administrator and her learning
disability teacher, Beth returned to school after an absence of a
few months. She described her return as follows, "I realilzed I
needed a hi^ school education. There is no other way to get a good
job. What I wanted to be I couldn*t be unless I finished hi^
school.
I didn't want to get a G.E.D. Getting a G.E.D. is like, you
acccaonplii^ sosmething but not enou^.
I learned frcm that drc^xaut
e>^)erienoe, that without a diploma you can only get a job at
McDonald's, anyone can do that. Also, I wanted to make iry mother
proud and to be somebody and not be an embarrassment like ny sister
vho got pregnant in hi^ school and didn't finish."
Beth feels that the dropout problem begins in the freshmen
year of hi^ school because you no longer get the "individual
attention" that you received in elementary school. Hi^ school
teachers need to, "pay more attention to the students and listen to
their prdDlems.
Sometimes they don't want to c^jen up, but if you
keep talking to them, I think they would open up and tell you v^y
they hate school so much and vhere the problems are coaodng from.
If
someone would tell them they are not alone." Her advice to students
headed for dn^jping out is, "If you don't understand something or
have a question, go to the teacher and if they don't listen go to the
housemaster."
Timely si:pport and encouragement are very inportant to Beth.
Althou^ her mother has always been there for her, Beth feels her
mother does not listen to her enou^.
Beth has had some serious
disagreements with her mother because of the way Beth's father
"spoils" her. Her mother also objected to Beth's dating a man with a
criminal record and undergoing two abortions.
Subject's responses to caiestions concerning hicdi school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - some classes
Liked the least about hi^ school - gym
Talks about school with counselor
Somevhat satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect

teachers vhile in hi^ school

Usucilly treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
CXitstanding teacher - Vocational counselor
Plans after hi^ school - Junior College
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C3^ STOEY
#8
I.

Background Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:
months

Renee
Female
White

Birthplace:
Dorchester, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years

11

Renee entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the east
side of the city. At that time, her parents were separated. Renee's
mother listed her birttplace as Lcwell and her ocopation as "House
manager for a homeless shelter." Renee is the youngest of four
children (two sisters and one brother.)
One of Renee's older sisters
is a veterinarian and the other works with her mother at the homeless
belter. Renee's brother works at Boston Edison but did not graduate
from hi^ school due to his expulsion for possession of drugs on
school grounds.
Early signs of a potential drxp-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 35

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Compr^ension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Compr^ension:
Percentile score
Total Reading:
Percentile score
Total Math:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

II.

3

of 12
of 10
of 17
of 25
of 22
of 19

Elementcirv School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-5
Fair K-5,7,8
Normal K-8
Usually K,4-8
Fair K, 4-8
Neutral K-8
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Lew 6,7
Poor 6
Sometimes 1-3
Good 1-3

Promotion Recx^rd:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
G
G
G
G
F
F
F
G—

Scholarship
F
F
F
GGF
P
FF

Davs Present
111
170
172
168
177
174
151
138
150

Teacher Ccraments:
2
3

Needs help in academics
Needs continued help

III.

Hich School Historv:

Promotion Record
Grade Point Averaae
Grade
9
10
10 (R)
11
11 (R)
12

Davs Present
129
123
124
109
171
87

65
54
66
48
70
72

Teacher Comments:
9

-A pleasure to have in class
-Often absent
-Absences affecting vrark
-Doesn*t do homework regularly

10

-Frequently absent
-Never reported to class
-Poor test results

10 (R)

-Work and effort has improved
-should participate in class more
-A pleasure to have in class

11

-Never r^xDrted to class
-Is not meeting jhys. ed. requirements

11 (R)

-Puts forth good effort
-Makes good use of class time
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Tardv
0
2
—
—

3
1

12

-Puts forth

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clyiner-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

effort

35%
IQ 111
Vocabulary 12%, Comp. 10%
Vocabulary 17%, Comp. 25%
Total Reading 22%, Total Math 19%
Total Reading 17%, Total Math 9%
Reading 19%, Math 21%
Reading 35%, Math 32%
Reading 80%, (P) Math 76% (P)
Reading 41%, Math 37%

Special Education
none indicated
V.

Interview;

Penee seemed very at ease with the interview session and
showed no hesitation about answering questions. Her responses
suggest an aggressive and somefc^t bold manner.
Elementary school was a very pleasant eaqjerienoe for Renee.
She described her teachers this way:
They were easy-going and they tau^t you strai^t-out. They
were nice.
Instead of telling you to do something they asked
you to do it and e>^lained to you hew to do it. You were
always given a chance to practice new work in class at your
seat or at the chalkboard. This made it easier for all of us
^/jhen it came time to do homework or a test.
Renee acknowledges that on-going communication between her
elementary school teachers and their students is one of the strengths
of pre-hi^ school education.
She r^xDrted that, "The teachers made
themselves clear at the beginning of the year abexit vhat they wanted
frem you and expected from you. They gave us a chance to let them
knew vhat we expected from them."
Dropping out of school, Renee feels, was not usually considered
because:
The teachers kept you occi:5)ied so you wouldn't think about
quitting school.
If it seemed like the kids were going to
drop out the teachers would talk to them about it and give
them the reason vhy they i^ould stay in school and vhat
would happen if they drepped out - like vhat Idnd of jcb
would you get.
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V.

Interview;

(cx>ntinued)

Also, Renee believes that having the same teacher all day
helps ke^ students in school, prevents them from dropping out.
The difference between hi^ school and elementary school
according to Renee was, "In hi^ school there's more freedcm, you
also move around a lot more.
If you fini^ grammar school you ^ould
give hi^ school a ^ot." Freshman year was a disappointment for
Renee; she summed it up as, "The year I hated because I didn't know
any of the teachers - I felt lost." She felt better about her next
year, "Sophomore year I liked.
I got used to the teachers and became
close to seme like Mr. S. and Mr. J." Renee felt that because of the
interest shewn in her by a few teachers, she made it throu^ her
second year of hi^ school.
"I got close to these teachers and then
vhen I started cutting class they put me back on track and told me
vhat I had to do in order to graduate."
However, even with the monitoring, the communication and
suspport that Renee experienced during her sephemore year, ^e still
dropped out for a short time her junior year. The reason Renee gave
for dropping out was that, "I couldn't deal with school - the work,
classes, etc., but I quickly regretted iry decision." She returned to
school because:
mother really wanted me to graduate because without a
hi^ school diploma you have nothing, that's the way I
looked at it. You need a diploma to go anyvhere.
I decided
that I didn't want to be one of the kids that hung out in
front of the projects.
School mi^t not cilways be the
greatest, but at least you are respected vhen you are in
school and pecple don't look down on you like they do the
drepouts.
In addition, Renee was sipported in her return to school by
her house administrator vho also helped Renee make ip her missing
graduation credits in summer school. Renee described this person
this way:
She is making my years a lot easier.
She stuck by me.
She
wasn't mad at me when I messed ip again but she was
dis^pointed.
She would take me into her office and ask me
vhat was wrong and hew could she help. On many occasions
she would help me realize that things weren't so bad and I
could make it if I tried.
Renee spoke of her mother's on-going sipport and especially
of her increased interest in Renee's activities and school work
throu^out this past year.
It appecirs that her mother's efforts have
escalated and that her "pu^" is vhat Renee nee^ to make it to
graduation.
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V.

Interview;

((continued)

Renee feels that increased ccammunication between teachers and
students is the key to lowering the drc^xxit rate; that both grcujps
must get to knew each other.
She e3q)lains:
Teachers should realize vhat a big influence they have over
kids.
If teachers shared their e35)erienoes, successes and
failures, going throu^ school with their students.
Students ^ould get to knew their teachers and especially
the heusemaster and guidance counselor.
If you don't have
anyone to go to - that is the main reason for quitting
school, because you have no one to listen to you.
If you
get to knew cill the ri^t people you will get throu^ school
quicker and easier.
I new knew that I can talk to iry
guidance counselor \^en I have a problem and that is vhy I
am graduating this year.
Renee described her family as "outgoing and people vho if they
want something they go for it and keep at it till they get it."
Althou^ Renee's mother would like her to go on to college, Renee
states, "I am not really into school enou^ to go on. So I'll
probably take a year off and work and save scane money to go visit ity
sister and then come back and go to school again."

Subject's responses to questions concerning hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - outgoing teachers
T.ikpd the least

- lack of coraraunicaton between teachers

Talks about school with mother
Very satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
CXitstanding teacher - house administrator
Plans after hi^ school - work (college later)
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CASE STODY
#9
I.

Backcfround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Greta
Female
White

Birtt^lace:
Azores, Portugal
Kindergarten entrance age:
5 years
6 months

Greta began kindergarten at an elementary school located in
the east section of the city at an older than avrage school entrance
age of five years and six months. At that time, Greta's parents
listed their birtl:^laces as the Azores. Her father states that his
occii^ation was "loading trucks" vhile her mother's oocii^jation was
"office cleaner." Greta has one older sister vho graduated from hi^
school two years ago and is currently working; in addition, she has
two younger sisters vho are still in school.
Early signs of a potential drc^)-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 6

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Oomordiension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comordiension:
Percentile score
Total Reading:
Percentile score
Total Math:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

3

of 18
of 17
of 24
of 16
of 40
of 10

In addition:
-Greta received the following:
-lew to fair scores from Teachers on several personali*^ traits.
-Negative comment by kindergarten teacher "Problems adjusting to
school
-Kindergarten retention

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility

Lew K-1

Average 2-5

Fair K-5
Normal K-8
Usually K-8
Fair K-8

Good 6-8

6-8
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Socicil Adjustment
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Superior

Pranotion Record
Grades
K
K

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Conduct
P
SS
S
S
F
SS+
G
G

Scholarship
FS
GS
S
F
F“
FF
G

Days Present
174
176
177
176
175
175
175
178
180
179

Teacher Ccnments:
K
2
8

Prc±)lems adjusting to school Repeat K
Mich improvement noted
Good worker

III.

Hich School History;

Prxsnotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Days Present
178
176
177
79

64
75
73
75

Teacher Ckxnments;
9

-Cabable of doing better work

10

“Work and effort have improved
“Pleasure to have in class

11

“Capable of doing better work

12

-A pleasure to have in class
“Puts forth good effort
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Tardy
0
0
2
0

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

6%
IQ 97
Vocabulary 18%, Conp. 17%
Vocabulary 24%, Cemp. 16%
Total Reading 40%, Total Math 10%
Total Reading 15%, Total Math 29%
Reading 19%, Math 33%
Reading 25%, Math 66%
Reading 80%, (P) Math 74% (P)
Reading 30%, Math 27%
Verbal 20%, Math 28%

Special Education
None indicated

V.

Interview;

Greta has a very friendly manner and a contagious lau^.
"The first few years of school were quite difficult for me
because I spoke so little Engli^," is hew Greta began describing her
elementary school experience. Hewever, ^e was quieik to point out
that the teachers "stuck by me and supported me" throu^ those
difficult years.
She described her teachers this way"
Teachers were really nice, no matter vhat the problem - they
always made you feel irrportant. Teachers would make your
birthday the best day of the year. They would give you
special privileges cill day and sometimes would give you a
small prize.
Greta didn't think draping out of school was an issue in
elementary school.
Hi^ school was described by Greta as the "best years of icy
life." Althou^ she semetimes had the urge to give ip she did not
because she wanted to graduate and "be somebody." She especially
enjoyed the OEportunity in hi^ school to meet so many new students
from not only different parts of the city but also, "so many
different and exotic places in the world."
Greta recemmends that greater attention needs to be given to the
transition from ei^th grade to hi^ school in order to prevent
students from beginning to think about dropping out of school. The
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V.

Interview:

(continued)

frustration of finding classes and not knowing anyone to talk to at
the beginning of freshman year was difficult for Greta.
After the first few months of feeling lost and that no one
ever Cctred, I found a teacher vho cared and everything after
that was great.
If I had a problem I always )aTew that this
teacher would help me. When I was down she would cheer me \jp
and help me do better.
Consequently, her advice to friends starting hi^ school is
to "give it time" and that it will "give you the skills to get
throu^ life and help you get a good job or go to college." She
stated that the, "hi^ school has lots of programs and classes that
are good for any student that wants to succeed in life."
Greta described her family as "loving but stubborn and always
there to su^jport me." It was important to Greta's family that she
graduate from hi^ school because they never had that ofportunity.
Greta also felt that her boyfriend wanted her to graduate and feel
"successful."

Subject's responses to questions concemincr hich school:
T.ikpd the most about hi^ school - meeting new people
Liked the least about hi^ school - need for more student involvment
in important decision making about the school
Talks about school with friends, boyfriend
Satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Outstanding teacher - Ei^th grade teacher
Plans after hi^ school - College in January
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CASE STUDY

#10
I.

Background Infonnation

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Sally
Female
Black

Birthplace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
5 years
4 months

Sally entered an elementary school in the northern part of the
city as one of the older students in her class.
Sally's parents were
bom in New York City, according to school records. Her father
stated stated that he worked for a paving ccmpany vhile her mother
described herself as a housewife.
Sailly is the youngest of nine
sisters.
Early signs of a potenticil drc^)-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

1

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

2

3

Stanford

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprehension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprehension:
Percentile score
Total Reading:
Percentile score
Total Math:
Percentile score

of 38
of 42
of 18
of 29
of 25
of 59

In addition:
-ScLLly r^jeated grade 3
-Grade 1 teacher expressed concern about Sally's need for "close
si:?)ervision due to behavior."

II.

Fipjmfantary School Historv:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Socicil Adjustment
Influence on others
1,5,6

Average K-4
Good K-3
Nonticil K-8
Sometimes K-6
Fair K-8
Good K
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lew 5-8
Fair 4-6

Poor 7,8

Usually 7,8
Neutral 2-4 7,8

Bad

Pramotion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
3R
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
F
G
GF
Pf
F
F
P
F

Scholarship
F
F
F+
P
G
F+
F
FFF

Davs Present
172
170
169
174
168
161
168
162
152
148

Teacher Comments:
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Needs close si^jervision due to behavior
Iitprovement in behavior
Needs structure and guidance
Needs to vrork carefully and be given guidelines
Needs positive reinforcement
Non-cooperative, poor effort
Needs to be pu^ed

III.

Hich School History:

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
138
150
1542
59

57
66
67
69

Teacher Comments:
9

-Often absent from class
-Doesn*t make up missed work
-Is not meeting phys. ed. requirements
-Failure may jeopardize graduation

10

-Excessive absences affecting work

11

-Cc^jable of doing better work

12

-Often absent from class
-Capable of doing better work
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Tardv
12
20
16
14

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
GAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

64%
IQ 98
Vocabulary 38%, Comp. 42%
Vocabulary 18%, Comp. 29%
Total Reading 25%, Total Math
Total Reading 31%, Total Math
Reading 24%, Math 65%
Reading 24%, Math 40%
Reading 74%, (P) Math 78% (P)
Reading 27%, Math 48%

Special Education
Grades 3-12 Rescurce Rocm Service

V.

Interview/:

Sally aj^jeared reserved and sojnev»^t shy about answering
questions.
According to Sally, elementary school was a time to make
friends and *'inostly good memories." She could not think of anything
in particular that bothered her at her nei^iborhood elementary
school. However, she feels that she never, "would have made it
without the help of her resource room teacher.""
When asked about her views on drc^xxit prevention in the
elementary grades, Scilly responded, "I don't think kids thou^t about
dropping out in elementary school because the teachers were quick to
find out vhy kids weren't doing well or acting strange." She also
stated that her friends all were going to school and, "helped you
with your problems or the rou^ days."
According to Sally, the transition to hi^ school was
difficult:
Because the building was so large and I felt like no one
knew me at first.
I didn't like having so few friends in my
clcisses.
Plus the teachers weren't as friendly and caring
as they were in grammar school. The older kids scared me,
they recilly didn't do anything, but you were afraid
something mi^t happen to you.
Sally coped with the newness in this way: "I started being absent a
lot cind skipping class." Finally, a house administrator took a
specicil interest in her and graduilly her attendance and grades
improved.
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V.

Interview;

(cx)ntinued)

Sally feels that this individual made a difference and prevented her
from dropping out because.
Miss P. cared and made sure I did my work and came to
school in a kind but firm manner. She would tell me
stories about vhat hi<^ school was like \ih.en ^e went to
school and how much hi^ school had changed. She made you
lau^ at your mistakes and that tcmorrcw was a new day to
try again and do better. I even felt that I could talk to
her about heme problems.
Sally's biggest regret about hi^ school is not getting
more involved in clubs and student activities.
Sally never really considered dropping out of school
because her mother would never have allowed it. She feels that
the answer to the drep out prx±>lem is having someone vho "really
cares about you and listens to your problems like my house
administrator." When asked the reason ^e finished hi^ school
Sally stated, "I just wanted iry hi^ school diploma."

Subject's responses to questions concemincr hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - nothing in particular
Liked the least about hi<^ school - nothing in particnalar
Tedks about school with best friend
Satisfied with the education she received in hi^ school
Usucilly treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students while in hi^ school
25% of the teachers took a personal interest in her
Outstanding teacher - fourth grade teacher
Plans after hi^ school - working
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CASE STUDY
#11
I.

Bacdgiround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Michael
Male
White

Birtlplaoe:
Cainbridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 5 years
2 months

Michael entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the
east side of the city at the age of five years and two months. At
the time of his school entrance, Michael's parents listed their
birU^lace as Italy. His father recorded his occL^tion as
"construction worker" v^le his mother's ooct^ation was recorded as
"unemployed." Michael is the youngest of three siblings (one brother
and one sister).
Early signs of a potenticil drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:

Grade

Test

Results

Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 40

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 41
Comprehension:
Percentile score of 39

In addition:
- Michael had hi^ absenteeism in :
Kindergarten
11% (absent 21 days/180)

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-4
Good K-8
Normal K-8
Usually K-8
Good K-6
Neutral K-8
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Superior 5-8

Fair 7 & 8

Prorootion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
F
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

ScholardiiD
F
G
Gf
E
E
E
EEGf

Days Present
159
170
170
171
179
179
176
175
180

Teacher Comments:
K
1
4
5

Shews improvement
Capable of better work
Bri^t, quick
Needs more self confidence

III.

Hicdi School History:

Proaonotion Record
Grade Point Averaae
Grade
9
10
11
12

Davs Absent

87
85.8
88.4
88.6

Tardy

6
8
8
0

0
0
0
0

Teacher Comments:
9

-Behavior affecting learning
-Cooperates well in a groip
-Good student
-A pleasure to have in class

10

-Needs to improve attitude
-Capable of doing better work
-Behavior problem in class

11

-Shews initiative and curiosity
-Makes good use of class time

12

-A pleasure to have in class
-Does hi^ quality work
-Shews initiative and curiosity
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IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

40%
IQ 95
Vocabulary 41%, Corap. 59%
Vocabulary 82%, Comp. 76%
Total Reading 75%, Total Math
Total Reading 57%, TotcLL Math
Reading 68%, Math 80%
Reading 80%, Math 85%
Reading 94%, (P) Math 96% (P)
Reading 80%, Math 96%
Verbal 51%, Math 62%
Verbal 410, Math 500

Soecicil Education
None indicated
V.

Interview:

Michael appeared relaxed with the interview session and
^cwed no hesitation about answering the questions.
Elementary school was a positive and enjoyable eaqjerienoe for
Michael. He described the teachers as "cool” and his fellcw students
as "nice." He remeambers these early years as a time of "c^portunity
with lots of advantages." Michael stated that elementary school went
by quickly. "I think I did iry best but I probably could have tried a
little harder. You knew, watched a little less t.v. and read more."
Michael did not see dropping out of school as a serious
concern in elementary grades. He stated that most of the teachers
tried to make school "fun" with lots of "plays and other
extracurricular activities." If students did experience trouble,
Michael felt teachers would give you help or ask you to see them
after school.
Hi^ school was even more enjoyable than elementary school
for Michael:
Hi^ school is a place vhere they treat you like an adult and
give you responsibility. You get to do a lot of things you
don't get to do in grammar school. You can still get into
trouble but not over silly things like in grammar school.
Kids are more mature, no baby ccnplaints. A lot more clubs
and stuff to do.
Michael feels that he worked hard to get good grades. He
especicilly enjoyed being a member of the Alpine Ski Club.
One of the main causes of students drc^ii^ out in hi^
school, according to Michael, is the lack of sensitivity and si^Dport
from guidance counselors for students beginning to e3q)erienoe
frustration with academics and socicil demards. Althou^ he felt
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

totally supported by his guidance counselor, Michael
comments about \ihat he had heard from other students:

these

A lot of kids I've talked to v^io are thinking about drxDpping
cut say their guidance counselors aren't real si^jportive,
they don't really want to listen to the problems they have.
Ihey call the counselors jerks because they always get them
into trouble.
However, Michael feels the hi^ school has many programs
like the "tutoring center" and activities like "cl\±)s" to help make
it possible for students to deal with these problems and graduate.
Michael stated that most dropouts have an "attitude problem" that is
difficult to change. When asked vhat advice he would give to hi^
school teachers to prevent drc^xxits, Michael responded;
Sincerely listen and care for the student vho has a
problem. If you give feedback to students that conveys that
you are only fulfilling a job requirement and not that you
truly care — then that is the wrong attitude. For many
kids, vho don't have someone at home to talk to about school
and college plans, a guidance counselor is real inportant.
Guidance counselors and teachers don't realize that they can
make the difference for the kid that is on the fence about
going to college or just settling for a lew level job.
The reason that best describes vhy Michael fini^ed hi^
school is that "he wanted a hi^ school diploma."

Subject's responses to caiestions conoemincr hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - gym
T.ikfyi the least about hi^ school - the music played between periods
for the changing of classes
Talks about school with family
Very satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
20% of the teachers took a persoral interest in him
CXitstanding teacher - 8th grade teacher
Plans after hi^ school - College
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C3^E STUDY

#12
I.

Background Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:
months

Mark
Male
White

Birtlplace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years
10

Mark entered an elementary school in mid-Cambridge at the age
of four years and ten months. At that time, Mark's parents stated
that Maine was their birthplace; further his father listed
"construction worker" as his ooci:?)ation, viiile his mother indicated
that she was a "payroll advisor." Mark has one older brother v^o
graduated from the city and vdio attended college but did not finish.
Early signs of a potenticil drop-out problem were indicated by
the follcwing:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 45

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 33
Comordiension:
Percentile score of 29

In addition:
-Retention in Grade 1.

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Eyidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Ayerage K-8
Good K, 3,7,8
Well pois^ K-3
Usually K-8
Good K-8
Neutral K-8
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Fair 4,5
Normal 4-8

Pranotion RecxDrd
Grades
K
1
IR
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
G
F
F+
F
G
GG
G
G

Scholarshio
F
P
GGF
F
F+
F+
G
G

Davs Present
174
171
164
171
170
171
168
173
166
167

Teacher Oamments:
Grade:
K

to repeat grade 1

III.

Hich School Historv

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

69
71
66
72

Davs Present

Tardv

176
166
165
70

1
20
16
9

Teacher CJoaranents:
9

—

10

-Capable of doing better work

11

-Should participate more in class
-A pleasure to have in class

12

-Often absent from class
-A pleasure to have in class
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IV.

Test Results

Grade

K
1
1
2R
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates

C3Vr
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

45%
IQ 100
Vocabulary 33%, Comp. 29%
Vocabulary 67%, Coup. 45%
Total Reading 44%, Totcil Math
Total Reading 33%, Total Math
Reading 24%, Math 58%
Reading 23%, Math 66%
Reading 84%, (P) Math 94% (P)
Reading 30%, Math 68%
Verbal
%, Math
%
Verbal
, Math

Special Education
Grades 2-10 Learning Disability Tutor

V.

Interview:

Mark presented himself as a well-mannered and soft spoken
student viio was quite verbeil in e3q)ressing his opinions on his school
e>periences.
Elementary school was difficult for Mark for the first few
years until he was diagnosed as having a learning disability in the
second grade. Mark attributes having to r^)eat the first grade to
his, as yet, undetected "auditory discrimination problem." Once Mark
beg^ receiving specicil eduation help, he felt "sipported" and better
able to "ccpe" with the elementary school curriculum. He found that
most teachers treated you "like you treated them" and they created a
"family-like" environment. He felt well prepared to enter the hi^
school.
Mark stated that the issue of dripping out of school was
seldom menticaied in the elementary grades because vhen a child began
ejperiencing a problem,
The classroom teacher tried to deal with it personally and
had the kid checked out and got him a tutor if necessary.
I
feel my elementary school was a place vhere people really
cared about you.
The day went by quickly because the
teachers gave you so much work.
You never had a free
period.
Hi^ school was a surprise for Mark because of the amount of
freedom and indp)endence it provided to students vho had "little
ability to handle it" after the very protective elementary school
years. He spoke of the apparent lack of attention that the teachers
paid to students vho cut classes and vho did not pass in their
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V.

Interview:

hcmework.

(c»ntinued)

Mark emphasized that he believed that:

. . . this would never have been tolerated by the elementary
school teachers.
If you didn't bring your homework in you
had to stay after or lose recess. Kids knew that the
teacher wouldn't acc^yt any old excuse.
Parents were called
into school for kids vho didn't obey.
Generally, Mark feels that students need to develop
responsibility in hi^ school but teachers should be required to make
sure that the students are rea<^ for this level of ind^jendence.
Mark stated he had his parents to check on him and enforce rules that
enabled him to be successful in hi^ school. One of these rules Mark
mentioned was that he was required to have a seventy-five average in
order to participate in football and hockey.
Althou^ M^k never seriously considered dropping out, he did
think about it:
I thou^t vhat would it be like to drop out, but I didn't
agree with it.
I felt that it would hurt me in the long run.
Most kids vho do drc^ out don't do anything.
I feel sorry for
these kids that drc^ out. They end 1:5) unhappy with their job
and themselves.
Some of them come back, but others just drift
from one lousy job to another.
Mark feels that if more teachers "listened carefully" to
their students, then there would be fewer drcpouts. His advice to
new students to the hi^ school is "ke^ your head \jp hi^ and don't
let the older kids get you dcwn and you can do the work."
Mark described his family as "si^jportive, caring, fair and
always willing to look at both sides of a story." He feels that his
mother, especially, was cilways there, "pushing him" to do better.
In response to a question about vhat best describes vhy he
fini^ed hi^ school, Mark responded "I just wanted a hi^ school
diplcma."
Subject's responses to caiestions concemincf hich school:
Liked the most about hi^ school - freedom
Liked the least about hi^ school - teachers too controlling
Talks about school with iry mother
Somevhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
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Responses;

(c^ontinued)

Usually treated with respect by teachers vAiile in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by students
25% of the teachers took a personcil interest in him
Outstanding teacher - learning disability teacher
Plans after hi^ school - military
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in hi^ school

CASE STUDY
#13
I.

Background Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Jos^3h
Male
White

Birtt^laoe:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years
8 months

Jos^Dh entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the
west section of the city at the age of four years and ei^t months.
At that time, Jos^h's parents indicated that their birtl^lace was
Cambridge. His father's occii^ation was listed as "owner of antique
business" and his mother's ooci:?)ation as "at home." Jos^ii is the
youngest of five siblings (one brother and three sisters). Two of
Jos^ii's older siblings, dropped out of school, however one of them
returned to school to receive a GED.
Early signs of a potential drc^>-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 38

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile Score
Comprehension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile Score
Comprdiension:
Percentile Score
Totcil Reading
Percentile Score
Total Math
Percentile Score

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

3

of 24
of 18
of 21
of 14
of 1
of 32

In addition:
-Michael had hi^ absenteeism in :
Kindergarten 12% (absent 22 days/180)
-low scores from teachers on several Personality Traits
-Retention - Grade 3

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Tcward Work

Average K, 1, 3-7
Fair K-4

no

Lew 2, 8
Good 5,7

Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Socicil Adjustment
Influence on others

Uncontrolled K-3,7 Normal 4-6
Sometimes K-8
Poor K-4,7
Fair 5,6
Bad K-4
Good 5 Neutral 6,7

Promotion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
3R
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
S
S
P
P
P
F
G
GP
F

Scholarship
S
S
S
SSFPf
Pf
FF-

Days Present
158
177
175
168
121
171
168
170
170
170

Teacher Comments:
Grade:
3
6
7
8

Broke
Tries
Makes
Shows

III.

Rich School History:

his leg
hard, needs firmness and si:5port
negative remarks to class constantly
improvement

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present

76
66
59
83

165
151
141
85

Tardy
1
5
64
3

Teacher Comments:2
9
-Good student
-Exhibits creativity
-Does careless work
-Doesn't take work seriously
-Poor test results
-Behavior problem in class
-Disn:?jts class
-Capable of doing better work
10

-Needs to improve attitude
-Inconsiderate of others in class
-Soametimes acts immaturely
-Doesn't do homework assignments
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11

-Needs to stu(^ more
-Needs to improve attitude
-Poor use of class time

12

—

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
Stanford
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

38%
IQ 93
Vocabulary 24%, Comp. 18%
Vocabulary 21%, Conp. 14%
Total Reading 1%, Total Math 32%
Total Reading 36%, Total Math 55%
Reading 37%, Math 55%
Reading 27%, Math 48%
Reading 80%, (P) Math 78% (P)
Reading 64%, Math 66%
Verbal
%, Math
%
Verbal
, Math

Soecial Education
Referred for special education evaluation
but parents refused

Grade 2

Grade 3

Referred for special education and
learning disability, Sohool Adjustment
counseling recommended

Grade 4 & 5

Learning Disability tutoring and School
Adjustment counseling recommended

Grades 6-12

Learning Disability tutoring

V.

Interview:

Jos^jh seemed pleased to be asked to participate in the
interview session and confortable answering questions.
Elementary school was a frustrating e>qperienoe for Joseph.
Initially he had difficulty doing the work because he had trouble
"sitting still."
In the third grade he was made to feel "sttpid"
because he was required to receive help from a learning disability
tutor.
Hcwever, after receiving this help for a short time, Joseph
realized that he needed this assistance to *'make it throu^ school."
He also stated that the tutor "helped me do my homework and cleared
up confusing lessons. Ihe tutor would let you play a game at the end
of your session so you didn't mind working and doing vhat she asked."
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

Career speakers are the best way to help prevent the early
stages of dropping out, according to Jos^jh. He feels that having
had the opportunity to hear hew very successful people "like Mike
IXikakis" had their frustrations in school helps students make it
"over the rocky parts of school." The Speakers' Program, along with
individual attention from teachers is Jos^jh's answer to the drx^xjut
problem.
Joseph discussed his dis^jpointment with hi^ school and
focused on two factors:
First, he felt that he did not learn as much
as he could have in secondary school, and second, he did not really
apply himself to academics until his senior year, at vhich point he
made the Honor Roll. Joseph stated:
Making good grades really isn't that hard.
I can't believe
that I waited 'til my senior year to put in the time to pull
good grades.
I really liked my teachers this year and that
helped a lot.
Each teacher, in their cwn way, made their
class interesting.
He believes that hi^ school would have been a better
es^erience if he had tried harder and if he had received more
guidance. Also, Jose{^ regrets the fact that he waited until his
Junior year to join the History and Ski clubs.
In answer to a guestion about hew to make school better for
students and prevent drepouts, Joseph stated that "guidance
counselors should talk with students at the beginning, middle and end
of the year.
If my guidance counselor had told me hew to be a good
student and hew to pass, I would have been an honor roll student
earlier.
The guidance counselor ^ould talk to you even vhen you are
not in trouble." JosejAi felt that achievement awards is another way
to encourage students to improve. Hewever, he also stated:
You will always have kids vho are just too lazy to go to
school.
I don't knew hew you could help these kids. They
try and act smart and make you feel that going to school is
a waste of time.
They seemed turned off by everything.
These are the kids vho get into drugs and stealing.
Jos^h's advice to new students to the hi^ school is: "If
you are going to fool around make sure you have your work done before
you do - because you pay in the end."
Jos^]h describes his family as very sipportive and a good
family.
"We all ^cw affection and love and help one another." He
doesn't feel that he could have made it to his senior year without
the encouragement of his parents and his learning disability teacher.
In response to a question about the reason vhy he fiMshed
hi^ school, Josejii responded "to get a better job and that it was
important to my parents for me to fini^ hi^ school."
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Subject's responses to caiestions cxprKPerrLmcf hicdi school:
Tliked the most about hi^ school - making honor roll
Tliked the least about hi<^ school - Algebra
Talks about school with family and friends
Somevhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
CJonsistently treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
15% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
Outstanding teacher - L. D. teacher and Asst Principal of elementary
Plans after hi^ school - Military
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C3^E STUDY
#14
I.

Bacjoaround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Kevin
Msde
Black

Birtl:^laoe:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 5 years
0 months

Kevin entered an elementary school in the mid part of the city
at five years of age. At that time, Kevin*s mother indicated that
^e was bom in Georgia and that her present occi:^tion was
"secretary,”. She also stated that Kevin's father was deceased.
Kevin has one sibling, an older sister vho is currently attending a
local college.
Early signs of a potential drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 35

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 26
Comprehension:
Percentile score of 22

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

3

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 31
Comprdiension:
Percentile score of 29
Total Reading
Percentile score of 30
Total Math
Percentile scoree of 12

In addition:
-Kevin had hi^ absenteeism in :
days/180)
-Retention - Kindergarten

II.

Kinderciarten 15% (absent 27

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-8
Good K-8
Normal K-3
Usually K-8
Good K-8
Good K-8
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Well poised 4-8

Praanotion Record:
Grades
K
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
G
G
G
G
Gf
G
E
E
Gf

Scholarship
F
G
F
FFFF+
FF+
F+

Davs Present
153
163
174
165
164
168
172
175
174
169

Teacher Ccmments:
None

III.

Hicdi School History:

Prxxnotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Absent

71.5
70.5
64.4
70.0

Tardv

178
176
176
87

3
16
34
12

Teacher Comments:
9

-A pleasure to have in class
-Coc^jerates well in a groi^

10

-A pleasure to have in class
-Makes good use of class time
-Capable of doing better work
-Poor test results
-Needs to study more

11

-A pleasure to have in class
-Frequently late to class
-Often absent from iry class
-Capable of doing better work

12

-A pleasure to have in class
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IV.
Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Test Results

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates

CNT
CTBS
GIBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

Grades 6-12

V.

35%
IQ 97
Vocabulary 26%, Cenp. 22%
Vocabulary 31%, Comp. 29%
Total Reading 30%, Total Math 12%
Total Reading 27%, Total Math 16%
Reading 28%, Math 3%
Reading 23%, Math 59%
Reading 60%, (P) Math 64% (P)
Reading 11%, Math 18%
Verbal
%, Math
%
Verbal
, Math

Special Education
Learning Disability Teacher

Interview;

Kevin approached the interview session in vhat appeared to be
a serious and thou^tful manner.
Elementary school was unremarkable for Kevin. He remembers
having to r^jeat kindergarten because of scane initial difficulty
learning to read. Unfortunately for Kevin, it wasn't until the sixth
grade that it was discovered that he had a learning disabililty. He
was evaluated by the special education staff at his school and was
diagnosed as having a rather severe learning disability. Kevin was
assigned to a tutor vho worked several times per week with him.
Kevin stated that the c^portunity to learn in this individualized
manner and the fact that he had to read a book about Martin Luther
King's life were the two best things that hajpened to him in
elementary school.
Interestingly, a teacher assigned the book to
Kevin after he was involved in a racial fi^t at school. Kevin was
obviously influenced by King's pacifist philosphy of life:
It woke me ip to see vho I really was and made me want to
learn more.
Before this, I was thinking negatively, but
then I realized that I was being hateful.
It made me
realize you don't need to fi^t someone in order to solve
your differences.
Students didn't talk much about drcpping out in elementary
school according to Kevin. He reccramended;
More speakers to talk to the students alxxit their careers and
hew they made it in life and didn't give up because of seme
temporary problem or peer pressure. They would also show us
vhat would happen later on in life without an education. We
need more workshops to make kids realize the value of
education.
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V.

Interview:

(cxjntinued)

school for Kevin was a time to learn and to appreciate
the many cultures in the world. He learned that there is an enormous
(pportunity to expand one's mind and to increase a person's social
responsibility by joining clubs like the Black Student Union and
Students Against Violence and for Equality. Kevin is disturbed by
the hi^ school students vho try to create an image and a r^jutation
for themselves at someone else's espense.
Kevin feels that if teachers and students would learn to
"deal with all different kinds of people" there would be fewer
drcpouts. Kevin went on the state that:
This hi^ school has kids from all over the world. It
is amazing hew much you can learn from talking to these
kids. They tell you about the war in El Salvadore and
Haiti as well as simple things like the different
customs and foods. I love listening to their stories.
He also believes that the dropout rate would decrease if more
students took advantage of the opportunities available throu^ the
Student Resource Center or joined a club.
When asked about his family, Kevin stated "I live with iry
mother and my sister.
father passed away a long time ago. I have
a nice family. I love them a lot." He emphasized that it was "real
irrportant to my mother that I graduate. I knew I wouldn't like
myself if I quit school." Hewever, the reason vhy he wanted to
finish hi^ school was "I just wanted to learn more."

Subject's responses to caiestions concemincr hich school:
T.iTcpd the most about hi^ school - Black history class
Liked the least about hi^ school - Kids vho try to make an image
Talks about school with friends
Somevihat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with re^)ect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Occasionally treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
25% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
CXrtstanding teacher - counselor
Plans after hi^ school - College
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CASE STUDY
#15
I.

Backorcfund Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Walter
Male
Black

Birti^lace:
Cai±)ridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years
6 months

Walter entered Icindergarten at an elementary school in the
center of the city at the age of four years and six months. At that
time, Walter*s parents indicated that their birtdplaces were Panama
(father) and Virginia (mother). Additionally, Walter's father stated
that he was a "shipper" vMle his mother's noted that she was a
"hospital manager."
Early signs of a potential drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 31

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Compr^ension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprehension:
Percentile score
Total Readincr:
Percentile score
Total Math:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

Stanford

3

of 29
of 46
of 42
of 46
of 42
of 32

In addition:
-Walter had hi^ absenteeism in : Kindergarten 21% (absent 38 days/180)
-Teachers comments ej^ressed concern
-Teachers recorded low Personality Traits scores for responsibility in
grades K-3
-Retention Grade 4

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Lew K-3
Fair K-8
Normal K-8
Usually K-8
Fair K-8
Neutral K-8
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Average 4-8

Promotion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
G
G
G
GGG
G
F+
G-

Scholarship
G
G
F
F+
P
F
P
P
F+
G-

Davs Present
142
172
170
177
147
174
165
162
173
172

Teacher Gcaonments:
K

6
7

Possible speech problem
Has not achieved his academic potential
Needs to develop better vrork habits and attention skills
Speech not reccanranended
Bri^t child, yet immature
Specicil education recxxnmended
Shows much iitprovement
4th grade retention recommended
Social prcmotion
Strongly recommend psychiatric counseling due to extreme
immaturity and silliness
Problems do not appear to be academic - more due to emotions
vhich prevent good academic achievement
Very disturbed boy
SpecicLL education evaluation recanmended

III.

Hich School History:

1
2
3
4
4R

Promotion Record
Grade Point Averaae
Grade
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
175
161
142
75

59.7
62
67
60
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Tardv
10
15
12
0

Teacher Cjoamments:
9

-Cabable of doing better work
-Work cind effort have inproved

10

-Doesn't make i:p missed work
-Doeai't take the work seriously
-Summer school recxmnended
-Poor test results

11

-Cooperative
-A pleasure to have in class
-Good student
-Capable of doing better work
-Needs to iroprove study skills
-Failure may jeopardize graduation

12

-Doesn't do hcxnework regularly
-Needs to study more
-Excessive absences affecting work
-Student needs tutoring

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

31%
IQ 92
Vocabulary 31%, Conp. 22%
Vocabulary 42%, Coup. 46%
Total Reading 42%, Total Math 32%
Total Reading 45%, Total Math 27%
Reading 48%, Math 29%
Reading 51%, Math 21%
Reading 70%, (P) Math 68% (P)
Reading 21%, Math 12%

Special Education
Grades 4-12 Resource Room Service

V.

Interview;
Walter seemed relaxed and quite comfortable with the interview

session.
Elementary school was viewed as a difficult time for Walter.
He found the primary grades stressful and not very enjoyable. His
academic performance deteriorated considerably in the fourth grade and
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

he was required to repeat that grade. As a result of a special needs
evaluation during that retention, Walter was recommended for and
received resource rocm services from a special education teacher.
Wcilter continues to receive these services in Grade 12. He feels
that this individualized assistance was very beneficial to him and
helped to maloe the academic demands of school more manageable.
An important motivating force for Walter was sports as he
states, "I participated in a lot of ^rts, played basketball and
that made life in school bearable. We won a few chairpionships ity
ei^th grade year and I had a trophy in iry hand before I left
school.”
Walter did not consider dreeing out of elementary school as
he was too young to do so. He remenibers that, "Elementary school
teachers were constantly telling you that you can't go anyvhere
without an education." Hewever, Walter believes that the most
effective way to prevent drepouts is to:
Have someone from outside the school vho knows about drugs,
violence and dropping out tell the kids hew it really is . . .
You can't have someone say "Just Say No" and "Don't Drop CXit,"
the kids need someone that they can relate to.
In hi^ school, as in elementary school, Walter especially
enjoyed and ^jpreciated the extracurricular activities like the Black
Student Union, ski club. Senior Education Board, track team and
basketball team. He feels students want classes vhere they "learn a
lot" and are turned off by teachers vho "don't care or are in it just
for the check." His advice to freshman is:
Don't take easy classes that you won't need. Get as many
credits as you can. Get involved in activities. Work hard
and don't give ip. In four years it will be worth it and you
c:an get into a good school. Don't go near the drug dealers,
if you get arrested, it will mess \jp your vhole life.
In answer to a question about hew the school system could
prevent future drc^x3uts, Walter reccramended that all students need
someone they can trust and talk to and that this could be
acconplished if teachers "listened more" or if there were more "Buddy
Programs, Big Brother Programs and tutoring programs." He also
stated that the person vho helps, "doesn't have to be someone from
the school, it could be an elderly person." Another way to help
struggling students, Walter feels, is to give all students more time
during the school day to discuss their issues and concerns, as he

e^^lains:
. . . like a talk ^cw to discuss hew they feel about things
and hew to solve problems. Teachers would be surprised at
seme of the good ideas that kids have about school. It would
be a good outlet for kids frustrations and help teachers stay
tuned in to vhat is going on in kids life and school in
general.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

Walter stated that he never really considered drqf^ing out
himself because:
There are a lot of bad pecple around Cambridge selling drugs
and I don't want to go that way, here today and gone
tomorrcw. When I graduate I want to get out of the Boston
area. The kids with drugs make the place so bad.
When asked to describe his family, Walter stated:
mom is cool but she doesn't motivate me. She cares but
doesn't feel the same way about things I do. Vfy dad is not
really around to tell me vhat to do or vhat not to do and
that really gets me mad. If I tell him how I feel, he gets
mad at me.
Walter cilso spends a lot of time with an aunt and cousin vho
have been very helpful in keying him out of trouble.
Walter stated that his reasons for finishing hi^ school
were as "To get a better jdD" and "need for a hi^ school diploma
in order to get aoc^xted to college."

Subjects responses to questions concemincr hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - extracurricular activities
Tliked the least about hi^ school - teachers vho didn't care
Talks about school with friends, sister and father
Somefehat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
40% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
CXitstanding teacher - Hi^ school math teacher
Plans after hi^ school - college
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CASE STUDY
#16
I.

Bacfeoround Information

Subject: Ellis
Sex:
Male
Race:
Black

Birtl:^lace: Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:

4 years
7 months

Ellis entered an elementary school located in the mid section of
the city at the relatively young age of four years and seven months.
At that time, Ellis' parents listed Barbados as their birtlplace.
His father recorded "auto bocty worker" as his occi^jation, vhile his
mother recorded that she was a "nurse's aide." Ellis is the ei^th
of the ten children in his family.
Early signs of a potential drc^xxit problem were indicated by the
following:
Test
Clymer

Grade
K

BarrettPre-Reading

Gates MacGinitie Reading Test

1

Results
Percentile Score
of 20
Vocabulary
Percentile Score of
20

Oomordiension
Percjentile Score of
18
Gates MacGinitie Reading Test

2

Vocabulary
Percentile Score of
9
Coampr^ension
Percentile Score of
16

Stanford

3

Total Readincf
Percentile Score of
18
Total Math
Percentilee Score
of 19

In addition:
-Ellis had hi^ absenteeism in Kindergarten
-Personality traits recorded by teachers that indicated areas of
concern
-Teachers cxxnments on cumulative record that indicated a causae for
concern
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II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits:
Responsibility
Attitude Tcwards Work
Emotioncil Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence On Others

Lew K
Poor K
Normal K-8
Sometimes K
Fair K
Neutral K

Average 1-8
Average 1-8
Usually 1-8
Good 1-8
Good 1-8

Pramotion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Conduct
F
F+
E
S
S
S
S
S
S

Scholarship
F
F+
F
F
F
F
FF
F

Days Present
154
165
163
165
171
174
170
171
176

Teacher Ccraments:
K
1

Difficult year
Difficult beginning but settled dewn after a ^ort adjustment
period

III.

Hich School History:

Pramotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Ayeraae
9
10
11
12

Days Present
186
174
179
177

67
67
68
64

Teacher Comments:
9

-Cabable of doing better work
-J^jpears to be overtired in class
-Doesn't do homework regularly
-Work and effort have improved
-Makes poor use of class time

10

-Effort has improved
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Tardv
2
4
2
2

11

-A pleasure to have in class
-Shows initiative and curiosity

12

-Not prepared for class
-Doen't do homework regularly

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6

8
9
10

11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

20%

IQ 98
Vocabulary 21%, Corap. 18%
Vocabulary 9%, Ccrap. 16%
Total Reading 18%, Total Math 19%
Total Reading 21%, Total Math 15%
Reading 27%, Math 17%
Reading 30%, Math 20%
Reading 86%, (P) Math 86% (P)
Reading 27%, Math 23%

Special Education
Grades 2-12 Learning Disability Tutor
V.

Interview;
Ellis answered all the questions quickly and in a friendly

manner.
Elementary school was "all ri^t" for Ellis but it lacked in
the amount of pr^>aration that is necessary for the "challenging"
English courses that the hi^ school provides. He felt "hassled" by
the principal because of a minor infraction of school rules.
Generally, Ellis feels he could have "done a lot better" if he had
taken school more seriously.
Field trips in elementary school are "great" and the best way
of keeping students involved in school and thus preventing "yoi^
pecple from getting ideas about dropping out" according to Ellis.
Althou^ the idea of draping out of school "crossed his mind" in his
elementary years, he never gave it serious attention because he knew
you could make "a lot more money with a college degree."
Ellis stated that he entered hi^ school all "excited" but it
became a "drag" by his sc^omore year. He feels strongly that
teachers need to work at making their classes more "fun with less
lecturing" and not "turning off" their students.
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V.

Interview;

(cx)ntinued)

Ellis spoke at length about teachers v^o do not really listen
to students. He stated that;
Teachers vho
are the min
I think that
to determine
offering.

only go to work to get paid and these teachers
reason vhy students drop out of hi^ school.
the school department should survey students
\^ch courses should be added to the present

Ellis' advice to students vho are entering hi^ school
included the follcwing; "Ke^ to yourself, do vhat you have to do to
get by. If you are having trouble with your courses, get yourself a
learning disability teacher, like I did, and that will save you frcm
failure."
Ellis said little about his family except to state they were
"funny pecple and there are certainly a lot of us."
In response to a question about the reasons that best
describes vhy he finished hi^ school, Ellis stated several; "To get
a better jdb, I need a hi^ school diplom in order to get acc^jted
to college and it was iirportant to my parents for me to finish hi^
school."

Subjects responses to questions concerning hich school;
Like the most about hi^ school - 9th grade Engli^ teacher
Like the least about hi^ school - all ity other Engli^ classes
Tcilks about school with friends
Somewhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
60% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
Outstanding teacher - 9th grade Engli^ teacher
Plans after hi^ school - Junior College
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CASE STUDY
#17
I.

Background Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:
months

Chris
Male
White

Birtlplace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age: 4 years
11

Chris entered Icindergarten at an elementary school in the
north section of the city at the age of four years and eleven months.
At that time, Chris' parents listed their birtd^lace as Cambridge.
His father recorded his occx^tion as "truck driver," v^le his
mother indicated that she was a "si:5)ervisor of data processing."
Chris is the oldest of three siblings.
Early signs of a potential drc^)-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 4031

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Coatiprehension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Coaonprehension:
Percentile score

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

2

of 38
of 31
of 54
of 21

In addition:
Retention in Grade 3-Retention Grade 4

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Average K-1
Fair K-2,7,8
Normal K-3,5-8
Sometimes K-6
Fair K
Good K
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Lew 2-8
Poor 3-6
Uncontrolled 4
Usually 7 & 8
Fair 1-8
Neutral 1-3, 5-8

Bad

Prcsmotion Record
Grade
Conduct
Scholarship
Davs Present
K
F+
F
169
1
GG170
2
F
F
173
3
P
F
173
3R
GF
174
4
FF174
5
F
F175
6
P
F179
6
F
F173
7
GF+
175
8
FF180
Teacher Comments:
Grade
3
Retention recommended
3 repeat.
Needs firm discipline, is capable of good work
4
Needs structure
6
Retention recommended
7
Needs encouragement and structure

III.

Hicdi School History:

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
187
169
168
88

62
65.9
67
71

Teacher Comments:
9

-Good student
-Puts forth best effort
-Makes good lose of class time
-Doesn't take work seriously
-Poor test results
-Needs to study more
-Doesn't do homework regularly
-Doesn't make
missed work

10

-Attitude had improved

11

-Attitude has irtproved

12

-none
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Tardv
0
0
0
0

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

40%
IQ 93
Vocabulary 38%, Comp. 31%
Vocabulary 54%, Ccaoop. 21%
Total Reading 68%, Total Math
Total Reading 57%, Total Math
Reading 38%, Math 44%
Reading 45%, Math 6%
Reading 76%, (P) Math 44% (P)
Reading 19%, Math 16%

SiDecial Education
none indicated

V.

Interview:

Chris seemed cxx^jerative and responded to the questions with
quick and concise answers.
Chris had very little to say about elementary school except
to state that it was "mostly fun" and went by "very quickly" new
that he is looking back as a senior. He felt elementary school
teachers attempted to make school more interesting by providing
different types of activities and unusual ways of teaching.
Brewing out of school would be considered by fewer students
if more "kids got the help they needed like learning disability
tutoring and school adjustment counseling" in the early grades
according to Chris.
The four years of hi^ school were "the best years of his
life" althou^ he wi^ed his grades were hi^er.
Chris credits his
learning disability tutor for making it possible for him to
graduate. He stated:
Without special needs assistance in helping me understand
and complete classroom assignments, as well as homework, I
never would have passed some of my more difficult courses.
I feel fortunate to have had a tutor vho constantly k^Jt
trying to make me improve and do my best.
Chris' advice to improve hi^ school and to prevent future
students from dropping out was to have more learning disability
tutors, counselors and co-op programs. He cilso feels that:
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V.

Interview:

(c»ntinued)

Teachers Wouldn't be so hard on kids with prcjblens and that
the school staff i^ouldn't give up oti kids \Aio don't
immediately acc^jt their help. Teachers need to keep on
pushing and getting kids to acc^jt the help and do their work.
Sane kids push back to see if the teacher reeilly cares. You
can tell vhich teachers really want to see the kids succeed.

diris described his family as "close and always willing to
stick by you."
In re^xiHise to a question about the reason that best describes
vhy he finished hi^ school, Chris answered, "To get a better jcb."

Subjects responses to caiestions concemincf hich school:
Liked the most about hi^ school - selection of courses
Liked the least about hi^ school - food in cafeteria
Talks about school with parents, grandfather
ScroeiAiat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with re^ject by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi<^ school
35% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
Outstanding teacher - Learning disability tutor
Plans after hi^ school - Jr. College
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CASE STUDY
#18
I.

Background Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Robert
Male
White

Birtt^lace:
Caitbridge, MA.
Kindergarten entrance age: 5 years
3 months

Robert entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the
west side of the city at the age of five years and three months. At
that time, Robert's parents r^)orted their birthplaces as Nova Scotia
(mother) and Caitbridge (father). His father's occipation was listed
as "mover" and his mother's oocipation was listed as "cashier."
Robert is the fourth of five children in his family. He clLso has one
older half brother and an older half-sister vho both graduated from
the city hi^ school.
Early signs of a potential drcp-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 33

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Comprehension:
Percentile score
Vocabulary:
Percentile score
Compr^ension:
Percentile score

Gates MacGinite Reading Test

2

of 39
of 37
of 43
of 26

In addition:
-Robert had hi^ absenteeism in :
Kindergarten
13% (absent 24 days/180)
-Retention grade 2

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Social Adjustment
Influence on others

Siperior 3
Good K-8
Well Poised K-1
Usually K-8
Good K-1, 5-8
Good K-8
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Average K-2, 4-8
Normal 2-8
Fair 2,3

Promotion Recx^rd:
Grade
K
1
2
2R
3
4
5
6
7
8

Conduct
E
E
E
G
G
Gf
G
G
G
Gf

Scholarship
G
FP
F+
FG
FF
FG-

Da\^ Present
156
169
166
166
163
158
159
158
143
148

Teacher C3oiraments:
Grade
1
Very conscientious vorker
2
To r^)eat grade 2, easily upset, reading at grade 1 level
2
Very hard worker
3
Cocperative, eager to acdiieve
4
Very conscientious, neec3s to work at own pa<oe, needs su^jport
5
Gcxxi worker, tries hard
6
Works hard, usually well behaved
7
Shewn progress, needs to be motivated
8
Gcxxi student, cxxDperative

III.

Hich School History;

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

70
73
68
80

Davs Present
171
156
176
86

Teacher Oamments:
9

-Puts forth goexi effort
-Poor test results
-Needs to study more
-CoDperates well in a grot^)
-Excessive absences affecting work
-Capable of doing better work

10

-Excessive absences affecting work
-Capable of doing better work
-Poor grade on exourse final
-Doesn't do hemework regularly
-Needs to iirprove study skills/habits
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Tardv
1
0
0
0

11

-Puts forth good effort
-Capable of doing better work
-Should participate inore in class
-A pleasure to have in class

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer^Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

33%
IQ 101
Vocabulary 39%, Comp. 37%
Vocabulary 43%, Comp. 26%
Vocabulary 38%, Cemp. 29%
Total Reading 40%, Total Math 77
Total Reading 30%, Total Math 74
Reading 37%, Math 60%
Reading 24%, Ifeth 45%
Reading 90%, (P) Math 90% (P)
Reading 51%, Math 42%
Verbal 16%, Math 35%

Special Education
Grades 1 & 2 Learning Disability Tutor
Grades 3-6 School Adjustment Counselor

V.

Interview:

Elementary school, for Robert, was a time to get to knew a
lot of new kids and do "a lot of studying and have fun.” He feels
scm»e teachers in his elementary school had a good teaching ^proach
vhich:
made it fun to lau^ vhile you learn. Ihey try different
ways of teaching.
It doesn't have to be painful or work to
learn.
Some teachers have a good sense of humor and that
makes a difference in class. Of course there are seme
teachers ^o go out of their way to make your life
miserable. These teachers seldcm smile, tell a joke or have
fun in class.
Robert stated that vhen teachers "pay attention to kids" they
are successful in school and "feel good about themselves" and
consequently don't think about dropping out.
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V.

Interview:

(continued)

Hi^ school was a surprise for Robert in terms of the amount
of freedom and independence it allowed freshman, and the fact that
many of the teachers "don't seem to care" if you pciss in your work or
fail to follcw-i:p on student's assignments.
Robert was not ready for
this "change of pace" from elementary school and feels that if it was
not for the critical intervention of his learning disability tutor,
he mi^t have flunked out of school.
He stated that:
My learning disability tutor not only broke down vhat I had
to do, step Icy st^, in order to pass, but also k^
reminding me that, if I worked hard, I would succeed.
It
wasn't easy, but I made it with help.
I didn't always want
the tutoring and sometimes I made it hard for the tutor and
hard for iryself.
New I can look back and understand vhat
ray tutor was vp to.
Robert also stated that, "The teachers that try and help you if
you need extra help - they are the best and kids really appreciate and
respect them." Robert also felt good about being a meiriber of the hi^
school football team for four years.
When asked hew to iirpreve hi^ school for all students and
prevent dropouts, Robert relied, "Have the teachers give them more
si^jport." His advice to freshman is "Don't get involved with the
wrong people - so you don't end up another drep out."
Robert described his family as a "caring, but regular family."
He feels comfortable talking to his parents and brothers about any
concerns that he has about school.
In response to a question about the reason that best describes
\diy he fini^ed hi^ school, Robert answered, "I never had any other
idea but to finish hi^ school."
Subject's responses to caiestions concemincr hicdi school:
T.ikPd the most about hi^ school - law course
T.ikfy^ the least about hi^ school - science course
Talks about school with parents, brothers and friends
Somevhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect by teachers v^le in hi^ school
Consistently treated with respect ky students vhile in hi^ school
75% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
CXitstanding teacher - learning disability tutor
Plans after hi^ school - Military
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CASE STUDY
#19
I.

Bactoround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

David
Male
White

Birtl^lace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years
6 months

David entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the west
side of the city at the relatively young age of four years and six
months. At the time of his school entrance, David's parents recorded
their birtt^laces cis Cambridge (mother) and Scmaerville (father). His
father's occupation was listed as "janitor" and his mother's
occL¥>ation as "secretary." David is the second oldest of four
siblings vho all drc^ped out of hi^ school before graduation.
Early signs of a potential drcp-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test

Grade

Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Results
Percentile Score of 45

In addition:
-David had hi^ absenteeism in :
Kindercfarten
13% (absent 23 days/180)
-Teachers comments reflect an area of concsem
-Personality trait recorded by kindergarten teacher (emotioncil
stability - uncontrolled) reflects an area of concern
-Retention in Kindergairten

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Wbrk
Emotional Stability
4-7
Uncontrolled K
Neatness Evidenced
S<x:ial Adjustment
Influence on others

SiJ^erior K(R)-3
Good K(R)-8
Good K, 3-8

Average K,4-8
Fair K
Normal

Usually K-8
Good K-8
Neutral K

Sometimes K
Good K(R)-8
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Pramotion Record:
Grades
K
K

Conduct
G
F
E
E
E
Gf
E
EE
E

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Scholarship
P
G
Gf
Gf
G
G
GBB
B

Days Present
157
165
173
171
175
176
164
175
180
169

Teacher Cannments:
Grade
1
Needs lots of reinforcement and help to develop confidence
2
Quiet, ^y, needs encouragement
3
Well behaved, hard working
4
Good student needs to be careful and follow directions
5
Capable but coasts-needs constant pushing
6
Can do better, coc^jerative and helpful
7
Good student, had a very productive year
8
Good student

Hich School History:
Proonotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae

170
173
168
84

67.6
70
62
62

9
10
11
12

Davs Present

Tardv
0
2
0
0

Teacher Comments:
9

-Doesn't do homework regularly
-Poor grade on course final

10

-Often absent from class
-Is not meeting jihysical education requirements

11

-Could do better

12

-None
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IV.
Grade
K

1
1
2
3
5

6
8
9

10
11
12

Test Results

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
absent
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

45%
IQ 103
Vocabulary 62%, Cemp. 50%
Vocabulary 76%, CJcnp. 73%
Total Reading 78%, Total ]
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading

54%,
43%,
92%,
36%,

Math 79%
Math 76%
(P) Math 92%
Math 55%

Special Education
none recorded
V.

Interview:

David appeared to be scmevtot nervous and
about answering
seme to the questions.
David talked very little about elementary school exc^jt to
say he did not like being in the same room with one teacher for most
of the day. He did become interested in computers during his seventh
grade year v^ch helped to prepare him for some of his computer
courses in the hi^ school.
Dropping out of school was not something "anyone recilly
considered" in elementary school, according to David because the
teacher tept in touch with the students and parents vhich prevented
problems from "building 1:5)." David feels that it would be very
motivating for students to have more speakers in the school to talk
about "career c^portunities" and how important it is to stay in
school. Unlike the hi^ school, David viewed his elementary school
as a place vhere
Everyone was close to each other and helped - we cill knew
everyone. A lot of the teachers were involved with kids in
school, after school and after school special activities.
The teachers seemed more together at the elementary school
in helping kids.
Ihe students could always find a teacher
that they knew that would always do something to help them
out.
It isn't always like that in hi^ school.
David also had only brief comments about his hi^ school
esperience. He strongly feels that "clubs and ejdxa-curricular
activities ^ould be mandatory" and he regrets .that he was not
involved in the school social events and programs.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

His advice to entering freshman would be to be a part of all aspects
of the hi^ school experience, as he states, "Don't relax and lay
back. Juirp ri^t into it.
Do the best you can."
David emphasized that one important way to decrease the drcpout
rate is to encourage teachers to develop closer relationships with
their students. Althou^ he felt very si^jported in hi^ school
because a cot^le of teachers took a "special" interest in him, David
wished that more teachers would "tate that extra st^ to find out vhat
kids are feeling." He also feels that teachers need to be more
"patient" and should remesmber vhy they went into the teaching
profession and not to "bring their cwn problems to work."
David did occasionally think of dropping out vhen he was
"angry" but never did so because he had a teacher with vhcm he felt
comfortable and vho helped him "sort out his feelings." He cilso
realized that he could "never make it" without a hi^ school diploma.
David described his family as the "Brady Bunch" and he stated
that he felt comfortable discussing school concerns with both his
parents.
When asked the reason vhy he finished hi^ school, David
answered that he "wanted a hi^ school diplcma and that it was
important to iiy parents for me to finish hi^ school."

Subjects responses to caiestions concerning hich school;
Liked the most about hi^ school - students
Liked the least about hi^ school - cost of senior trip
Talks about school with parents and friends
Scmevhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
50% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
CXitstanding teacher - Hi^ school history teacher
Plans after hi^ school - Junior College
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CASE STUDY

#20
I.

BacJccrround Information

Subject:
Sex:
Race:

Steven
Male
White

Birthplace:
Cambridge, MA
Kindergarten entrance age:
4 years
8 months

Steven entered kindergarten at an elementary school in the
north side of the city at the relatively young age of four years and
ei^t months. At that time, Steven's parents indicated that they
were both bom in Cambridge. Also, they listed their ooci:?)ations as
"rdiabilitation of houses" (father) and "housewife" (mother)
Steven
is the youngest of two siblings, also he has a younger half brother
and a younger half sister.
Ectrly signs of a potential drop-out problem were indicated by
the following:
Test
Grade
Results
Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading

K

Percentile Score of 35

Gates MaoGinite Reading Test

1

Vocabulary:
Percentile score of 42
Camordiension:
Percentile score of 33

In addition:
-Teacher comments reflect an area of concern (Grades 1 & 3)
-Retention Grade 5

II.

Elementary School History:

Personality Traits
Responsibility
Attitude Toward Work
Emotional Stability
Neatness Evidenced
Socicil Adjustment
Influence on others

Lew K-1, 6-8
Good K-1, 5-8
Normal K-8
Usucilly 5-8
Good K-8
Good K

Lew 2-5
Fair 2-4
Sometimes K-4
Neutral 2-8

Prxxnotion Record:
Grades
K
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8

Conduct
G
Gf
GF+
G
E
G
F+
F
G

Scholarship
GGF
F+
F
P
EF+
F
G

Days Present
167
170
174
171
170
149
135
129
162
167

Teacher Ccsmments:
Grade
1
Works well away from distractions
3
Easily distracted, very slew worker
4
Easily distracted, needs to complete assignments on time
5
Repeat Grade 5 recommended
5
(retention) Good basic skills and general knowledge,
enthusiastic
6
Needs to pace himself better.
Improve his ind^)endent skills
8
Good student

III.

Hich School History:

Promotion Record
Grade
Grade Point Averaae
9
10
11
12

Davs Present
179
172
173
88

66
73.7
75.8
80

Teacher Comments:
9

-Often absent

10

-Capable of doing better work
-Uncoeperative
-Needs to iirprove attitude
-^fakes poor use of class time
-Needs to improve study skills/habits

11

-Makes poor
-Puts forth
-A pleasure
-Doesn't do

12

-None

use of class time
good effort
to have in class
homework regularly
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Tardv
0
17
2
0

IV.

Test Results

Grade
K
1
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

Clymer-Barrett
Otis Lennon
Gates
Gates
CAT
CTBS
CTBS
CAT
Basic Skills
CAT
PSAT
SAT

35%
IQ 102
Vocabulary 42%, Conp. 33%
Vocabulary 48%, Cosop. 64%
Total Reading 48%, Total Math 64%
Total Reading 42%, Total Math 60%
Reading 73%, Math 66%
Reading 26%, Math 46%
Reading 86%, (P) Math 90% (P)
Reading 45%, Math 19%
Verbcil 14%, Math 4%
Verbal 27%, Math 9%

Special Education
Grades 5-8 Learning Disability Tutor

V.

Interview:

Steven seemed relaxed about the interview session and did not
seem hesitant to answer questions.
Elementary school was "fun” and "pretty educational"
according to Steven. He stated:
Some of the elementary teachers were good and some were real
bad.
I didn't really get as much out of it as I could
have.
I was lost in Algebra I because I didn't get enou^
pre-algebra in elementray school.
I resent not getting the
preparation I needed to succeed in math.
Someone should
make sure that teachers at the elementary school are
teaching the ri^t things.
Steven feels that he got off to a bad start because he had a
learning disability that wasn't diagnosed until he was in the fifth
grade.
During his second year in the fifth grade, Steven began to be
tutored vhich, he felt, "recilly helped with a reading problem." He
believes that providing extra help, especially in the early grades,
is the best way to prevent school failure and to reduce the dropout
rate.
Steven enjoyed his hi^ school years but feels:
There is too much freedom for kids before they are reac^ to
handle it.
You go from a grammar school vhere every minute
of the day is planned and someone is always checking on you,
to a very carefree, scmev^hat unsii^Dervised hi^ school.
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V.

Interview;

(continued)

The wide range of course offerings, sports activities and
clubs are the hi^ school's greatest strengths according to Steven.
He wi^es that there were fewer "required courses" so he could have
taken additional electives. Another important part of hi^ school
for Steven was being a member of the football and track tAaTug as well
cis being a ski club menoiber.
Steven's advice to new freshman is: "Don't goof off, study
hard, don't cut classes and take courses that can help you later in
life." He also believes that
Students would stay in school if there were more dedicated
teachers vho would spend time talking to students on
individual bases and vho would find out hew they could help
students vho are doing poorly in school. You don't get the
best out of kids without really talking and listening to
them.
It doesn't end vhen the bell rings. Teachers need to
take advantage of every opportunity to talk to them.
Vhen cisked to describe his family, Steven stated they were "an
average American family but my mother got divorced and remarried."
In response to a question about vhat best describes vhy he
fini^ed hi^ school, Steven responded, "To get a better job."

Subjects responses to caiestions concemincf hich school;
Tliked the most about hi^ school - wide range of courses
T.ikfy^ the least about hi^ school - too many graduation requirements
Tal3cs about school with parents and family
Semevhat satisfied with the education he received in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by teachers vhile in hi^ school
Usually treated with respect by students vhile in hi^ school
75% of the teachers took a personal interest in him
CXitstanding teacher - ei(^th grade teacher
Plans after hi^ school - (College
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CHAPTER V

RESUnCS AND DISCUSSION

No single factor can es^lain the drop-out prc±>lein of students.
Research nation-wide indicates that dn^ping out is a complex
phenomenon and the data suggests that the basic determinants of
preventing this most serious form of sohool failure may be sou^t in
the individual, the family, the school, and other aspects of the
social and cultural environment of the individual.
The results of this study of students vho appeared destined to
drcp-out, but vho did not, will be examined in two sections.

A. Identification of Students
B. Results of Student Interviews

A. Identification of Students

This study examined the factors that encourage hi^-risk
students to remain in school until graduation.

Twenty seniors

vho are scheduled to graduate in Jime of 1991 comprised the
sanple population.

The objective of this section is to identi:^

the early characteristics of these students vho were viewed as
being at-risk by their elementary school teachers.
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Table 5.1 lists background information on the 20 case studies.
The Massachusetts Department of Education codes were used to
determine race/ethnicity.
Table 5.1
Identification of Students at Kindergarten Entrance

Name

Acres

Sex/Race

BirthDlace

First
Second
# of Parents
Lanouaae Lancjuaae at Home

Arm Marie

5-4

F

03

Cambridge

English

Jessica

5-3

F

06

Brockton

Engli^

2

Ines

5-1

F

06

Caittoridge

Portugese Engli^

2

Betty

4-10

F

06

Cambridge

Portugese English

2

Anita

5-2

F

03

Cantoridge

Engli^

1

Yvette

5-0

F

04

Cambridge

Engli^

Spani^

2

Beth

5-1

F

04

Boston

Spanish

Engli^

2

Renee

4-11

F

03

Dorchester

Engli^

2

Greta

5-6

F

06

Azores

Portugese English

1

Sally

5-4

F

03

Cambridge

Portugese English

2

Michael

5-2

M

06

Cambridge

English

2

Mark

4-10

M

06

Cambridge

Engli^

2

Jos^]h

4-8

M

06

Caitbridge

English

2

Kevin

5-0

M

03

Canbridge

English

1

Walter

4-6

M

03

Cambridge

English

Ellis

4-7

M

03

Caitbridge

Engli^

2

Qiris

4-11

M

06

Cambridge

Engli^

2

Robert

5-3

M

06

Cambridge

English'

2

David

4-6

M

06

Cambridge

Engli^

2

Steven

4-8

M

03

Cambridge

English

1
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Creole

Italian

Spanish

2

2

Of the 20 participants, 50% were White Non-Hispanic (1): 10%,
White Hispanic (2): and 40%, Black Non-Hispanic.

This distribution

of 50% minority and 50% non-minority closely approximates the racial
ratio for the city's hi^ school population.

Nineteen of the students were bom in Massachusetts and one was
bom in the Azores; further, 15 were bom in Cambridge.
-

Fifteen of the students r^xDrted Engli^ as their first language
with four r^)orting Portuguese and one r^xDrting Spanish.

A

second primary language, other than English, was reported by four
of the students (Creole, Itcilian and 2 Spanish).
-

The range of ages at kindergarten entrance was from 4 years, 6
months to 5 years, 6 months with an average age of 4 years, 9
months.

The areas in vhich the students demonstrated problems as recorded
on their cumulative records are indicated in Table 5.2.
The data indicates the following:

* 100% of the students demonstrated readiness test scores in
kindergarten below the 45th percentile.

* 95% of the students demonstrated reading and/or math
achievement scores below the 45th percentile in at least one
of the primary grades.
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Table 5.2
Identification of Students* Potential Drop-out Characteristics

1

2

ANN M.
JESSICA
INEZ
BETTY
YVETTE
BETH
ANITA
RENEE
GRETA
SALLY
MICHAEL
MARK
JOSEPH
KEVIN
WALTER
ELLTS
CHRIS
DAVID
ROBERT
STEVEN

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

TOIAIS

100

95

Key:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3

5

4

6

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

35

55

X
X

X
X

70

6.
7.
8.
9.

Name
Readiness Ability
Achievement
Personality
Teacher Comments
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7

5-4
5-3
5-1
4- 10
5- 0
5-1
5-2
4- 11
5- 6
5-4
5-2
4-10
4- 8
5- 0
4-6
4-7
4-11
4- 6
5- 3
4-8

8

9

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

50

65

X
X
X

Attendance
Kindergarden Age
Retention
Special Education Service

* 35% of the students had low ratings relative to personality
traits as r^xDrted by their primary grade teacher (s).

* 55% of the students had primary teacher ocraments that
reflected an area of concern.

* 70% of the students had an attendance rate of 90% or less in
at least one primary grade.

* 50% of the students started kindergarten under five years of
age.

* 65% of the students were retained in elementary school.

* 55% of the students received special education services in
elementary school.

B. Results of Student Interviews

By means of the student interviews data was secured relative
to the follcwing questions:

* What are the personal, social and academic
interests of the students?
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* What personal, out-of-school and in-school,
factors do students report influenced their
decision to remain in school?
* What school programs/strategies help potential
dropouts remain in school until graduation?

The results of the interview data collection are divided into
two areas:

1. Student and School
2. Student and Graduation or Draping Out

1.

Student and School

The Students' satisfaction with school is reported in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3
Student Satisfaction with School
Males
Femciles
%
N
%
N

Totals
%
N

Very Satisfied

10

1

10

1

10

Scmeiihat Satisfied

90

9

90

9

90

Somevhat Unsatisfied

—

—

Very Unsatisfied

—

—
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The student satisfaction data resulted frcm asking "Hew
satisfied are you with the education you received in hi^ school?"

Ihe results for the male and female students were identical
with 90% of both grot?)s feeling "scroevhat satisfied" and 10% feeling
"very satisfied" with school.

Table 5.4
Students Perceived Respect from Teachers
Males
Females
Total

Consistently
Usually
Occasionally
Rarely

%
50
50
—
—

N
5
5

N
3
4
3

%
30
40
30

%
40
45
15

—

N
8
9
3

—

The data recorded in Table 5.4 was ccrapiled as a result of
asking the question "Do you think you were treated with respect by
teachers vhile a student at the hi^ school?"
The results indicate that male students gave hi^er ratings in
terms of perceived respect from teachers (50% responded
"consistently" and 50% responded "lasually").

Female students'

responses suggest that they perceive less respect from teachers (30%
responded "consistently", 40% responded "usually" and 30% responded
"occasionally").
In response to the question "VJhile in school did you feel that
your teachers took a personal interest in you?", a wide range of
opinions was received (a lew of 15% to a hi^ of 80%).
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Sli^tly more than hcilf of the students (11) responded that 50% or
more of their teachers took a personcil interest in them.

Nine of the

students responded that 40% or less of their teachers e3q)ressed a
personal interest in them.

Table 5.5
Students' Perception of Teachers* Personal Interest
Males
N

# of teachers that took
personal interest in them

Females
N

Totals
N

100
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

2

1
1
13

1

1

15

6

112
1
1
1
1
2

2

1
1

20%
15%
10%
5%

4

1
1

0%

The data in table 5.6 was ccxipiled from the results of asking the
question, "Do you think you were treated with respect by students
vhile a student in hi^ school?"

Once again the male students

reported hi^er feelings of respect than female students.
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TABLE 5.6
Students* Perceived Respect frcan Students
Males
Females
Totals
%
N
%
N
%
N
Consistently
Usually
Occasionally

30
50
20

3
5
2

15
60
40

3
6
4

30
55
30

6
11
6

Althou^ no student r^xDrted that he/she was "rarely" treated
with respect 1:^ their fellcw students, 30% responded with only
"occasionally" (20% recorded for males and 40% recorded for
females).

Only 30% of the male students perceived that they were

consistently treated with respect by their fellcw students.
The students in this study responded with answers that indicated
a wide range of involvement in sports and extra curricular
activities.

Male students recorded hi^er participation in all areas

(70%) in sports, 40% in clubs and 30% in clubs and 10% in class
leadership activities.

TABLE 5.7
Students* Involvement in Sports and Extracurricular Activities

Sports
Clubs
Class Officer

M^es
%
N

Females
%
N

Totals
%
N

70
40
20%

10 1
30 3
10% 1

40
35
15%

7
4
2

8
7
3

2. Students and Graduation or Droppincr Out

Recent information from the 1989 Current Pc^julation Survey (CPS)
demonstrates the severity of the drc^xxit problem. This data indicates
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■that 4 million sixteen-'to ■twen'ty-four year olds were dropouts in
October 1989 (U.S. General Accounting Office 1989).
This number r^resents 13% of all youth in -that age grot?) and
includes 14 percent of all ei<^teen and nineteen year olds.

These

figures have changed very li-ttle since -the last CPS estimates made in
1975.

However, this census underestimates the dropout problem since

it identified only 'those vho have already drc?3ped out, not those vho
mi^t drop out in "the future, and it excludes youth vho dropped out
of school but \^o have since obtained a GED or otherwise cortpleted
•their hi^ school education.

This section of "the study will focus on "the reasons, according
to •the results of questions asked during the interviews, vhy •these
•twenty students chose •to remain in hi^ school until graduation.
Da-ta concerning -the individuals vho supported and helped these
students avoid drc?3ping out cilso will also be examined.
Of •the •twenty students involved in •this study, 10% or ■two
students (both females) did drop out but returned to school a short
time later to complete •their graduation requirements.
One of •these students drcpped out in the tenth grade due 'to
both home and school problems. She stated ”I didn't like school
anymore, I wasn't interested.

I had problems at home and I didn't

know too many people to look for help from." She later returned to
school and enrolled in a program specifically designed to help
studen'ts wi'th problems. Her return was due to the intervention of a
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caring hi^ school house ac3ministrator.
The second female student drc^jped out in her junior year also
because of school problems.

As she states, "I couldn't deal with

school - the work, the classes, etc., but I quickly regretted itiy
decision." She returned to school because her mother wanted her to
graduate.
The majority of the males (80%) in the study and 50% of the
females stated that they never considered dreeing out of school
before graduation. Hewever, 30% of the females and 20% of the males
r^xDrted that they had considered leaving school prior to graduation
but that they did not. See table 4.8 for responses to the question,
"Did you think about or consider leaving school before graduation?"

TABLE 5.8
Students Who Considered DroDoincr CXit
Mciles

Yes
No
Drx^ped-out
and Returned

Females

Totals

%

N

%

N

%

N

20
80

2
8

30
50
20

3
5
2

25
65
10

5
13
2

In order to help determine the reasons vhy the students in
study stayed in school, the following question was asked: "Which of
the following reasons best describes why you finished hi^ school?"
a) To get a better job
b) Wanted a hi^ school diploma
c) Need a hi^ school diploma in order to get acc^jted to college
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d) Just liked school
e) It was important to my parents for me to finish hi^ school
f) All of iry friends were at the hi^ school
g) Never had any other idea but to finish hi^ school
h) other

Ihe students were allcwed to choose more than one answer or give
an answer not listed.
The largest number of students 35% (50% laale and 20%
female) chose the first response to get a better job.

It is

interesting to note that althou^ 50% of the males chose this
for a response only 20% of the females wanted to finish hi^
school so they could get a better job.

Only one female student

responded that she wanted to finish because her friends were at
the hi^ school.
Students' answers from the students to this question that
were not among the stated choices included the follcwing:

.
.
.
.

To feel better about myself
To prove I could do it without the help of my family
Wanted to learn more
No particular reason

Only 20% of the students responded that they needed a hi^ school
diploma to get into college even thou^ a significant majority of the
students (15) stated they intended to go on to a four year college or
a jianior college.
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In terms of parental approval, 15% of the students stated that
they wanted to finish hi^ school because it was irrportant to their
parents. More males (20%) than females (10%) felt it was important to
their parents that they graduate.

Table 5.9 reports this data.

Table 5.9 simimarizes student*s reasons for finishing hi^
school;
TABLE 5.9

Students* Reasons for Finishincr Hicdi School
Males
Females
%
N
%
N
Better Jc±>
Wanted a hi^ school diploma
Need H.S. diploma to get into college
Just liked school
Important to parents
Friends were at hi^ school
Never had any other idea but to
fini^ hi^ school
Other

Totals
%
N

50
30
20

5
3
2

20
10
20

2
1
2

35
20
20

7
4
4

20
10
20

2
1
2

10
5
10

1
1
1

15

3

15

3

10

1

30

3

20

4

The data contaiped in Table 5.10 is a summary of the responses to
the follcwing question: "If you were to think of one person vho made
it possible for you to graduate from hi^ school, vho would you
name?"
Althou^ only 15% of the students stated the reason why they
fini^ed hi^ school was their parents (see Table 5.9) the data
demonstrates that 25% of the students responded that their mother is
the person vho made it possible for them to finish hi^ school.

It

^ould also be noted that 10% of the students stated "parent" vhich
could be interpreted as mother and/or father.
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Sipport at this level

would then rise to 35%.

No student signified that a father was the

person vho made it possible for them to fini^ hi^ school.
A total of 14 students (70%) indicated that it was the support
and encouragement of a meanniber of the hi^ school faculty/staff vho
made graduation a viable goal.

Seven students credited an

administrator with such a role vhile five students r^xjrted that it
was an individual teacher vho "make the difference."

Only two

students (7%) identified a guidance counselor as being the
significant and positive person in his/her hi^ school e5q)erience.
However, it is significant to note that a majority of the students
acknowledged that a member of the hi^ school staff was the iirportant
person vho helped them to finish school.

It cilso should be noted

that cilthouK^ 35% of the male students named a teacher and 14%
indicated that a guidance counselor made it possible for them to
graduate, no female students re^xDnded "guidance counselor" or
I

"teacher" to this question.
Two students, one male and one female, stated "myself" vhen asked
about vho made it possible for them to graduate.
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(See Table 5.10)

TABLE 5.10
Person That Made Graduation Possible
Male

Female

Total

%

N

%

N

%

N

Self

10

1

10

1

10

1

Mother

20

2

30

3

25

5

10

1

10

1

10

2

10

1

5

1

Father
Parent
Granc%>arent
Teacher

50

5

25

5

Counselor

20

2

10

2

Administrator

30

3

35

7

40

4

The follcwing table (Table 5.11) list the plans of the students
after they graduate from hi^ school:

TABLE 5.11
Students Post-Graduation Plans
Males
%

N

Work

Females

Totals

%

N

%

N

40

4

20

4

Junior College

30

3

10

1

20

4

College

60

6

50

5

55

11

Military

10

1
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The data concerning the plans of the students in this study
clearly demonstrates the desire of these students to continue their
education immediately following graduation from hi^ school.
College or junior college was stated for 75% of the students
vhen asked about their post hi^ school plans.

The remaining

students chose work (4 female students) and one student chose the
military (male student).
Althou^ the data on the post hi^ school plans of the entire
secondary school population from vhich the sample of students were
drawn is not available for a comparison, the data from the class of
1990 is as follows:

Table 5.12
Class of 1990

Total Graduates

498

Students accepted to 4 year colleges
Students acc^ted to 2 year colleges
Other Post Secondary Schools
Students choosing work, marriage, or
military service
Data not available

49%
12%
4%
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21%
14%

CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

A.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to identify the factors that appear
to contribute to the successful completion of hi^ school by students
viio exhibited early signs of dreeing out of school.

The early

identification standard used to select the sample of twenty students
in the study reflected a scholarly consensus on risk factors
associated with dreeing out of school.
factors in ei^t areas:

The standard included risk

learning readiness, reading and math

achievement, personality traits, attendance, school entrance age,
elementary school retention, teacher ccraments, and special education
status.

All of the students in the study demonstrated a risk factor

in at least four areas.

Information concerning each of the students

was gathered frem cumulative record files, teachers comments, test
data and interviews with the students.

The results of the in-depth

student interviews cilong with the other information compiled about
the students were analyzed for general traits and factors that led to
school success.
A review of the literature incorporated the following:

-

Defining the historical problem of the dropout

-

Identifying the characteristics of early school leavers
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-

Examining dropout prevention and the young child

Particular attention, in both the selection and the review of
literature, was given to the identification of the importance of
early factors that prevent dropouts.

Finally, the review of the

literature helped to narrow the issues affecting dropouts to the
following areas of inquiry:

-

What are the personal, social and academic characteristics of
the students vho suceeded in being proamoted to grade twelve
even thou^ they evidenced a hi^ risk profile in the early
grades?

-

What personal, out-of-school and in-school factors do students
r^xDrt influenced their decision to remain in school?

-

What school programs/strategies help potential drcpouts remain
in school?

What emerges from the review of the literature is a ccamplex and
multi-faceted description of the school drcpout.

The most frequently

named characteristics of dropouts are:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Poor academic performance
Retention in one or more grades
Enrollment in vocationeil programs or general education tracks
Excessive hours spent in after-school jobs
Behavior problems
Significant number of suspensions
Significant trucany
Involvement with the court system
Urban, M^e, minority group member
Poor familial attitude toward education and graduation
Little or no parentcil supervision
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.
.
.
.

One parent family
Lack of consistent support and encouragement from family and
coraraunil^
Parenthood before hi^ school graduation
IcM socioecoronic level

Hcwever, according to the U.S. D^artment of Education stxjdy
of 1987, v^en socioecoronic factors are controlled, the differences
across racial, ethnic, geographic and other demographic lines blur.
Ihe stuc^ pcpulation was conprised of twenty students, ten
males and ten females, from the senior class of an urban hi^
school.

In addition, the twenty students were representative of a

multi-cultural and multi-ethnic school pcpulation.
Ihe data was ccanpiled from the cumulative records and student
interviews and based on descriptive methodology using qualitative and
quantitative information.
Ihe r^ults of this research study examined vhat factors
influence students to stay in school and vhy they succeed in spite of
having the early characteristics associated with drojping out.
Ihe analysis of the interview data indicates the presence of
twelve factors associated with remaining in school.

1.

All of the students in the saiiple were scmevhat satisfied or
very satisfied with the education they were receiving in hi^
school.

.
.
.

90% scmevhat satisfied
10% very satisfied
0% not satisfied
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It appears that the students in this stocfy increased their
satisfaction with school in the hi^ school years.

A review of the

general conments about elementary school reveals ajproximately a 75%
rate of satisfaction with those school years.

However, several of

the students vho responded negatively about elementary school did so
because of learning prc±)lems that were not immediately identified and
treated.
Hiis hi^ degree of satisfaction with school is in contrast to
most studies reported in the literature vhich indicate that potential
drcpouts see themselves as "losers” as a result of their negative
e5^)eriences with teachers and the school system

(Wehlage,, Stone &

KLiebard, 1980, Fine, 1986).
Ihere spears to be little correlatlion between this hi^
degree of school satisfaction and the grades that these students
received vhile in hi^ school.

Althou^ the majority of the students

did not excel academically, they still felt positive about their
educational experience.
Althou^ the twenty students in this study are scheduled to
graduate in June of 1991, the academic profiles of their hi^ school
ejqjeriences mirror those of the "typiccil" school drop out.
It should be noted that the United States D^)artment of
Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement states that
"Poor academic performance is the single best predictor of vho drcps
out." Yet, in this study 10 of the students had a hi^ school average
in the "D" range, 7 in the "C" range and only 3 in the "B" range ,
with no student in Ihe saitple having an "A" average for hi^ school.
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2.

The vast majority (85%) of the students perceived that they were
treated with respect from their teachers either usually or
consistently.

.
.
.

40% consistently perceived respect
45% usucilly perceived respect
15% occasionally perceived respect

This positive perc^jtion of respect from teachers is another
important factor in considering the potenticLL drc^xcut.

Studies by

Bcwman & Matthews and Hager, as well as other researchers, teachers as
non-st^^rtive and uncaring appears to contribute to an increase in
the drc^ out rate (Bowman & Matthews, 1960; South Dakota, 1965;
Beacham, 1980).

Clearly, for the students in this stucfy, the

perception of respect is a factor that helped ke^ them in school
/

throu^ their senior year and enabled them to graduate.

3.

55% of the students perceived that 50% or more of their teachers
took a personal interest in them.

All students perceived that

some teachers (15% or better) took a personal interest in them.

The importance of a somevtot personal, as exposed to an anonymous,
relationship between students and their teachers is frequently
discussed in the literature on drepouts (Goodlad, 1983).

Students are

much more likely to graduate if they have a positive relationship with
at least one caring adult (McDill et al., 1986).
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Althou^ all of the students in this study stated that soame
teachers took a personal interest in them, many of the students felt
that the drop out rate would decrease if more teadheirs listened and
cared about students as indicated in the following statements:

.
.

4.

Teachers need to "pay more attention to the students and their
problems."
"A lot of kids I've talked to vho are thinking about dreeing
out say their guidance counselors aren't real sii^portive, they
don't really listen."

80% of the students perceived that they were either consistently
or usually treated with respect by their fellow students.
.
.
.

5.

30% consistently perceived respect
55% usually perceived respect
15% occasionally perceived respect

The hi^ approval rating (80%) concerning the students perceived
treatment by their peers is another positive factor for keeping
them in school.
conducted

This finding is supported by the survey studies

Dager (1968) and the South Dakota study (1965) which

indicated that drepouts are less popular and unfairly treated by
their peers.

The research indicates that attendance, achievement and
extracurricular activities are all closely related to school
success.

The results of the Americcin Association of School

Administrators' survey concluded that sports and extracurricular
activites were most often identified as having a direct and
significant positive influence on school attendance and preventing
drepouts.

(AASA Critical Issues Report, 1979)
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Table 6.1
Students' Involvement in Sports and Esdiraairricular Activities
Males
Females
Totals
%
N %
N
%
N
Sports
Clubs
Class Officer

70
40
20

7
4
2

10
30
10

1
3
1

40
35
15

8
7
3

The results of this study si^port the research that sports and
extracurricular activities contribute to keying students in ^cool.
The positive effects of sports is particularly true for the males of
the study (70% involved in sports).

Several of the students stated

hcM much they enjoyed being involved in a sport or a club and others,

vho were not involved, wi^ed that they had participated in more
non-academic activities in hi^ school.

6.

The majority (65%) of the students never considered dreeing
out.

25% did consider drx^ping out and 10% did drxp out for a

^ort period of time but returned to school.

The two students vho dropped out offered the following reasons:
.

.

7.

"I didn't like school anymore, I wasn't interested. I had
problems at home and I didn't knew too many pec^le to look for
help from."
"I couldn't deal with school - the work, classes, etc., but I
quickly regretted my decision."

35% of the students ccatpleted hi^ school in order to get a
better job.

20% corpleted hi^ school because they wanted hi^

school diploma, needed a diploma to get into college, it was
important to parents, or had no other idea but to finish hi^
schcxDl.

10% responded with a range of reasons.
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8.

70% of the students stated that the person vho made it possible
for them to graduate frcxn hi^ school v/as a meinber of the school
staff.

45% of the students stated that the person vho made it

possible for them to graduate from hi^ school was a family
member.

The positive influence of the school staff was prominent in
helping students to stay in school.

These results are si^^rted by

the research on this variable (Mann, 1986; Wehlage, 1986).
It ajpears that teachers and administrators play a very important
role in aicourageing students to stay in school.

The students spoke

of the significance of the subtle messages of aoc^jtance that they
received from members of the hi^ school staff and hew much they
valued their sentiments.

It is interesting to note that more

students credited the caring of a school administrator or a teacher
with their staying in school than they did their parents or other
members of their families.

9. 75% of the students plan to pursue additional education either at
the college or junior college level.
graduation.

20% e3q)ect to work after

10% expect to join the military.
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The results of the post-secondary plans of the study sample
are ocxnpared to last year's class (1990) in the follcwiwng table.

Table 6.2
Post Secondary Plans
Class 1990

Study Sample

%

College
(2 yr. & 4 yr.)
Military
Work

%

64

75

3
26

10

20

The above data reflects a 10% increase in the number of
students continuing their education vhen ccampared to the students
from the same hi^ school's graduating class of 1990.
Althou^ 75% of the students are planning to attend college or
junior college, only 45% of the students r^xDrted that they were
helped by their guidance counselors in the college acceptance
process.

10. Most of the students had positive comments about their elementary
school e3^)erienoe.

Their ocraments focused on the following

tqpics:

-

extracurriculcir school events that brou^t students and
teachers together and fostered positive relationships
and a good school climate

-

a "family-like" environment because of the size of the
school and "you knew everyone"
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-

teachers provided support, attention and follow-i:^

-

special education help was very effective

-

teachers utilized a wide range of teaching styles and
approaches

-

teachers' directions and classroom expectations were
clear

11. Students expressed concerns about the transition from elementary
school to hi^ school and in particular the ainount of
freedom in their secondary school. The adjustment to a larger school
environment is referred to in the research by Bowman and Matthews
(1960), Dager,

.

(1968) and Wheeler and Finley (1980).

Hi^ school provided "too much freedom and too little
security."
These reseachers suggest a clear correlation between the

larger size of a hi^ school and the students' feeling anonymity and
how that feeling contributes to the decision to dropout.

Feelings of

being lost, having too much freedom and feeling not cared for are
reflected in some of the comments of students in the study as stated
on the following page.
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"After the first few months of feeling lost and that no one
even cared, I found a teacher vho cared and everything after
that was great."
"Too much freedom for kids before they are ready to handle
it."

12. Ihe students in this study had definite ideas about how to
address the drop out problem.

The most frequently stated

suggestions are as follows:

.

Career Days - opportunities for students to hear frcM
successful members of the comraunity about their
ocupations/professions and vhy it is important to stay in
school.

.

Hi^ School staff members need to develop better communication
between students and themselves.
- Teachers need to truly listen to students; cill members of
the staff need to demonstrate caring and sensitivity.

.

Teachers need to increase their level of caring and commitment
to students.

.

Teachers need to develop varied teaching styles and lecture
less often.

.

Special education teachers are most effective in helping
students "make it throu^ school"
- early identification of special needs students is
important

Field trips and school social events are viewed by students as
being very irrportant tools in keeping them interested in school.
.

Learning should be fun
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B.

Conclusion

It was postulated in the introductory chapter that the key to the
drc^xxit problem is the identification of the factors that are
significant in keying the predictable dropout in school.
The continuing debate about the problem of the drc^xsut in the
nation, and the accosaoparying ru:^ of new programs for at-risk
students, have hei^tened the importance of understanding vhat
factors contribute the most to keying students in school until
graduation.

The dropout issue is a ccamplex pheronenon, influenced by

the family, society, and conditions in school.

Educational research

has begun to establi^ concensus on the factors vhich put a student
at risk of dropping out, but early indications of trouble, and the
kinds of programs and intervention vhich have the best chance of
preventing hic^-risk students from an early departure from school are
vague.
Based on the study peculation of twenty students vho ajcea^^
likely to drep out but v^o successfully graduated from hi^ school,it
can be concluded that the most significant factor is the presence of
a mentor-like person in the life of a student.

Throu^out the twenty

case studies runs the very vivid theme of the inportance of the one
person vho takes a special interest in the success of the student.
Nearly every student vho was interviewed spoke of the teacher vho
called a student's heme in the evening, of the administrator vho
visited the student's home or of the counselor/tutor vho called
regularly thou^out the summer and on weekends.
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In addition, the following characteristics were frequently found
among the twenty graduates:

.

the students were satisfied with their educational ejqjerience
in hi^ school

.

the students perceived that they received respect frcm their
teachers

.

the students were involved in sports and extracurricular
activities

.

the students had specific reasons vhy they wanted a hi^
school diploma

.

the students felt positive about their elementary school
experiences

.

many of the twenty students had special education teachers to
help modify the curriculum and sqpport the learning process.

C. Jjnplications

A significant segment of the nation's pc^julation of students is
at risk.

Nearly 1 million students drc^ out of American public

schools every year.

(Butler, 1989)

Unfortunately, the fact that the

dixpout rate has not significantly declined in the past few years
suggests that this nation has not recognized the crisis with at risk
students.
If our national leaders do not recognize the need to deal with
children bom into poverty, discrimination and neglect, we will
surely lose our place as an international coannpetitor.
is demonstrated
following quote:

This concern

Gary Natriello of Columbia University in the
"Not all dixpouts are a r^t drag on society, but it

is hard to argue that they are the most productive workers either.
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The U.S. eoononi/ is in tlie shape it is in partly because of the
nature of the American labor force.
foreign competition.

Each day, we lose 3,500 jobs to

In 1983, Japan made 15 million video recorders

and sold them for $13 billion.
(Natriello, p. 12, 1987).

The United States made none.”

Clearly, leaving school early is not only

a profound handle^ for the individual vho leaves school, but also
inflicts a devastating human toll on the nation.

The time has come

to mate the changes in educational policies and practices that will
address the needs of the potentiail drc^x3ut.
The follcwing reconmendations for the prevention and recx3very of
drepouts were formed on the basis of the writer's twenty years of
experience working with at-risk students and specialists in the area
of drepout prevention, review of the current research literature and
the results of this study's findings.
National cis well as this researcher's experiences have indicated
that effective drepout prevention programs must include efforts to
iitprove academic success, involvement and erpowerment of students and
parents in the school cemimunity, policies vhich serve to hold rather
than Icxse students and multiple collaborations with the Icxoal
coranunil^ — including human service agencies, business partnerships
and university rescxurces.
This study provides a broad overview of the efforts necessary to
begin to decrease the risk of failure for cxir public schcxDl children.
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.

1

Intervene Early

Indications that a child is at risk of having

academic difficulty can be recognized as early as pre-school.
Therefore, hi^ quality early education programs could give
at-risk students the help necessary to avoid future academic
failure.

2.

Create a Positive School Climate

Use mediation training, dbw

approaches to discipline, student councils and ccniraunity
meetings to make students feel that they are an irrportant part
of the school community.

3.

Create Student Support: Teams

Involve school and coammunity

agencies in a collaborative model to provide services to
at-risk students.

4.

Create Career Awareness and Apprenticeship Programs

Recruit

volunteers from the ccmmunity and Business Partnerships to
provide apprenticeship placements, mini-courses, and Career
Days for students in elementary school.

5.

Create a Transition Program frcm Elementary School to Hich
School

Provide mini-courses for all 8th grade students at the

hi^ school on understanding and dealing with freedom and
re^x)nsibility.

Provide mediation training, support for course

selection, and follow-ip with at-risk freshmen.
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6.

Increase Parent CXrtreach and Involvement

Provide translation

services to bilingual parents to increase parental involvement
from unrepresented groups.

Create parental si:pport groi:ps, and

parent participation in school governance.

7.

Create Mentorincr Opportunities

Encourage teachers,

administrators, community meaonibers, business partnership members
and university faculty to mentor at-risk youth.

8.

Create Community Partnerships

Encourage corporations,

universities and ccaranunity agencies to work in partnership with
schools to provide technical assistance, volunteers, material
support, in-service training and research assistance.

9.

Encourage Curriculum Chancre

Create an academic climate that

respects diverse learning styles and sipports success for all
students; interdisciplinary and integrated curriculum
approaches; team teaching, eirphasis on thinking skills
specialized courses.

10.

Provide Staff Development

Provide ongoing training and support

and multiple cpportunities for growth and develcpment.

11.

Maintain Hich Expectations for Students
for academics, attendance and bdiavior.
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Prcmote hi^ standards

.

12

Provide Training for Guidance Counselors

Develop and iirplement

cxsrnpr^ensive txaining programs for hi^ school guidance
counselors; increase skills necessary for more effective
communication between counselors and students; increase the
level of sensitivity to issues of the disaffected and alienated
student.

The complexities of the drop-out prevention problem offers no
simple solution.

However, a combination of parental si:pport, teacher

effort, ccaninunity involvement and the innate strengths of our
students can provide the irpetus to success for all.
However, the single, most important factor that was prominent
in both direct questioning and informal discussions with all the
students was the personal, positive relationship that each of the
students developed with a school staff member, usually a teacher
vhich was frequently reinforced and supported by a caring and
interested family.

These students were able to talk in some detail

about teachers vho had shown a special interest in their success.
Another prominent feature of these students was their awareness
of the long term consequences of dropping out of school.

They were

able to quickly identic the reason vhy they wanted a hi^ school
diploma and the steps necessary to achieve that goal.
Another feature of the students was their ability to identify
and deal with problems with themselves, school, teacher or families.
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Undoubtedly, the ability of these students to develop the cxping
s3cills to overccxne the obstacles placed in their path, either by
themselves or others, played an iitportant role in their school
success.
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WRITTEN OC»ISENT FORM
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WRITTEN CmSENT FORM

To:

Participants in Research Study of Hi^ School Graduates of 1991

I am Patrick Murphy, an Assistant Si:?)erintendent of Schools and a
graduate student at the University of Massachusetts, in Arrherst. My
dissertation will be a study of the factors that keep students frcm
dreeing out of hi<^ school. I am interviewing a saitple of the
seniors of the class of 1991 to learn more about vhat we can do to
prevent students dropping out of school before graduation.
As part of this study, you are being asked to partipate in an
in-d^yth interview about your hi^ school ej^jerience.
goal is to
analyze the materials frcm your interviews, in order to better
understand your experience and that of other hi^ school graduates.
I am interested in the concrete details of your life story, in vhat
led up to your decision to stay in school. I may also wish to use
some of the interview material for journal articles or presentations
to interested groi;ps. I may wish to write a book based on the
dissertation.
Each interview will be audiotaped and later transcribed by me or by a
typist (vho will not be connected with your school and vho will be
cemmitt^, as I am, on confidentiality). In all written materials
2nd oral presentations in vhich I mi^t use materials frcm your
interview, I will use neither your name, names of people close to
you, nor the name of your school or city. Transcripts will be typed
with initials for names and in final form the interview material will
use pseudonyms.
You may at any time withdraw from the interview process. You may
withdraw your consent to have specific excerpts used, if you notify
me at the end of the interview series. If I were to want to use any
materials in any way not consistent with vhat is stated above, I
would ask for your additional written consent.
In signing this form, you are also assuring me that you will make no
financial claims for the use of the material in your interviews; you
are also stating that no medical treatment will be required by you
frcm the University of Massachusetts should any physical injury
result from participating in these interviews.
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1/ _, have read the attached statement
and agree to participate as an interviewee under the conditions
stated on the attached.

Signature or participant

Date

Signature of Interviewer

APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW questions
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Interview Questions
Part A

Student name
Address
Sex_
Birtt^lace
First Language_
Second Language_

Mother's ocx:a:^tion .
Grade last completed
Birtt^lace_
First language _
Second language _

Father's occupation .
Grade last completed
Birtt^lace _
First language _
Second language _

Number of siblings_
Grade last completed for each

Part B
1.

Tell me about your years in elementary school - vhat you
remember about it?

2.

What did like the most about elementary school?

3.

What did you like the least about elementary school?

4.

Describe any effort undertaken in your elementary school
to encourage students to remain in school.

5.

Describe any efforts undertaken in your elementary school
designed to assist those students vho were not succeeding
in school or likely drcp out.

6.

What did you like the most about hi^ school?

7.

What did you like the least about hi^ school?

8.

Did you ever think about or consider leaving school before
graduation?

9.

When you talk about school, vho do you talk about it with?
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.

10

Was there any person or any particular program or reason vhy you
didn't drop out of school?

11.

If you were to think of one person vho made it possible for you
to graduate from hi^ school, vho would you name?

12.

What are your plans after hi^ school?

13.

Do you or your family belong to any clubs, organizations or
church?

2.

Hew would you describe your family?

15.

Hew would you improve elementary school so students don't drop
out?

16.

Hew would you improve hi^ school so students don't drep out?

17.

What advice would you give to students starting hi^ school?

18.

Hew satisfied are you with the education you received at C31LS?
a) very satisfied
b) semevhat satisfied
c) semefchat unsatisfied
d) very unsatisfied

19.

Do you think you were treated with respect by teachers vhile a
student at CRLS?
a) consistently
b) usually
c) ocassionally
d) rarely

20.

Do you think you were treated with respect by students vhile a
student at CRTS?
a) consistently
b) usually
c) occcissionally
d) rarely

21.

What is the course you enjoyed the most at CRLS?

22.

What is the course you enjoyed least at CRLS?

23.

Thinking back on your experience in elementary school, vhat was
it about your school, the way it was run, and the kinds of
activities it offered, that helped other students succeed and
remain school?

24.

What was it about your hi^ school, the way it was run, and the
kinds of activities it offered that may have led seme students
to drop out?
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25.

What other things cxxild hi^ school have done for students to
succeed and remain in school throng graduation?

26.

VJhat advice voold you give to people working in the schools vho
are interested in helping students succeed?

27.

Thinking back over all your years in school, is there one
teacher that really made a difference in your life and that you
would consider truly outstanding?

28.

Are there others living with the family?

29.

Have you had serious illnesses?

30.

Did you participate in any sport (s) in hi^ school?

31.

Did you participate in any club(s) in hi^ school?

32.

Were elected to any class offices ^Aiile in hi^ school?
Office_ Grade_

33.

While in school did you feel that your teachers took a personal
interest in you?
All of them_
Seme of them (approximate number) _
None of them_

Who?

Did the school help you select and get accepted to college?
What is your best friend in your graduating class doing after
graduation?
34.

Which of the following reasons best describes vhy you finished
hi^ school?
a) to get a better job
b) Wanted a hi^ school diplcma
c) Need a hi^ school diplcma in order to get accepted to
college
d) Just liked school
e) It was inportant to iny parents (s) for me to finish hi^
school
f) All of irty friends were at the hi^ ^ool
g) Never had any other idea but to finish hi^ school
h) Other
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